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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Until Novemnber 15, 1993

Currency Unit = Ruble
1 Ruble 100 kopecks

After November 15, 1903

Cufrency Unit Tenge
1 Tenge = 100 tiyns

Period Average- End of Period

(Rubles/Tenge per US Dollar)

Rubles
1992

Quarter I 102.4 100.0
Quarter II 94.6 100.0
Quarter HI 177.7 254.4
Quarter IV 396.4 414.5

9a93

Quarter I 580.1 684.0
Quarter II 968.1 1060.0
Quarter mII 1027.9 1169.0

Ten e

Quarter IV 5.5 6.3

1994

Quarter I 18.5 19.9
Quarter II/ 36.2 40.2

1/ As of May 31, 1994.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Metric System

GOVERNPENT FISCAL YEAR

January 1 - December 31
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FOREWORD

This report is based on the findings of a mission to Kazkhstan in October 1993. It was
discssed in a daft form with the Goverment of the Republic of Kazakhstan in April 1994. Wherever possible,
this draft was updated to incorporate actual data for 1993 and to take into account the most recent economic
trends. Although by mid-1994, the economic siuation had deteriorated further than envisaged at the time of the
drafting of the report, the analysis it contains had beconie of increasing relevance to the emerging economic
situation in Kazakhstan and its recommendations remained germane to the policy issues confronting the country
over the next 2 to 3 years.

The report was prepared by Keith Lloyd (main author), Philip Berlin (Financial Sector), Bernard
Funck (Economic Developments), Dominique Hachette (External Trade), John Holsen (Medium-Term Outlook),
Jeni Klugman (Social Sector), Ulrich Koester Internal Trade and Distribution), Klaus Lorch (Enterprise Sector)
and Barbara Ossowicka (Statistics). Valuable comments and support were provided by Isabel Guerrero. Marcelo
Selowsky, Costas Michalopoulos, David Pearce, Mark Baird, Paulo Vieira da Cunha, Michael Mills and Stanley
Fischer also provided useful comments. The report was processed by Lingzhi Xu. The work was caried out
under the general supervision of Kadir Twnju Yurukoglu, Division Chief and Russell J. Cheetham Director. The
authors wish to thank the authorities of Kazakdstan for their hospitality, support and excellent cooperation.

Ths docment has a restrictd dsition and may be ud by rec t only in the pi_=a= of thdir
offical dutes. Its conen mt not orisc be dslosed without World Bank lmz I
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CIS Commonwealth of Independent States
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EF Ernployment Fund
FSU Former Soviet Union
GDP Gross Domestic Product
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IMF International Monetary Fund
MOE Ministry of Economy
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NBK National Bank of Kazakhstan
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PES Public Employment Service
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SIF Social Insurance Fund
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EXECUTIVE SUARY

Introduction

1. Kazakhstan is now entering its third year as an independent country. Following the bold
reform measures of 1992, the Government is now contending with the complexities of the transition to
a market economy. In addition, during 1993 the reform effort had to content with new difficulties: (i)
unexpected terms of trade losses as a result of the drop in world prices of some export commodities and
the captivity to Russian pipelines for oil exports; (ii) protracted negotiations around the future of the ruble
zone; and, (iii) numerous implementation difficulties including delays by Parliament in passing essential
legislation.

2. The issue of the ruble zone was resolved when Kazakhstan introduced the tenge in
November 1993. Shortly thereafter the Govermment agreed upon a stabilization program with the IMF.
In December Parliament dissolved itself and gave the President authority to govern by decree pending
the meeting of the new legislature resulting from the March 1994 elections. Specific stru.cural reform
measures in late 1993 and early 1994 included increasing the proportion of NBK credit that was
auctioned, reducing the number of goods subject to export quotas and licenses, and a number of measures
to accelerate the privatization program.

3. The Govermnent now faces the task of accelerating reform and restructuring - not
withstanding the already sharp drop in the standard of living and the fact that the needed reforms and
restructuring will result in some furthei contraction of output, employment and incomes. The
Governme faces difficult trade-offs that must be examined in the context of a restricted budgetary
envelope.

Economic Developments

4. In 1993 real output declined by 16 percent (following declines of 13 percent in 1992 and
12 percent in 1991). Officially registered unemployment, however, was still only about 1 percent of the
labor force at the end of the year. The Govenmuent succeeded in reducing the consolidated budget deficit
from 7.3 percent of GDP in 1992 to only 1.5 percent in 1993. ivlonetary expansion was nonetheless
substantial because of the expansion of nominal credit to the rest of the economy and the increase in net
international reserves (which was equivalent to 6 percent of GDP during 1993). As inflation reduced the
purchasing power of their notes and bank deposits, households and enterprises naturally sought to escape
this "inflation tax" by reducing their real cash balances. Money supply fell from 15.9 percent of GDP
in December 1992 to only 5.4 percent of GDP in Decenber 1993. The rate of inflation increased in the
fourth quarter of the year, so December-to-December inflation reached 1950 percent in 1993 (compared
to mean-to-mean inflation of 1300 percent).

5. The unfavorable trends in output and prices in 1993 lad the Government to tighten
enforcement of remaining price and quantity controls in an effort to protect the welfare of the population.
However, these contimued price and quantity interventions m the goods market prevented enterpnses from
adjusting to lower demand and shifts in relative prices. While directly administered prices were few,
there was substantial market intervention through the state needs system, anti-monopoly pricing policy
and credit allocation.

6. Developments in 1993 underscored the importance of removing institutional restraints and
allowing prices to play their allocative role. While quantity controls were appropriate instruments under
the command economy, they are now obstructing the benefits of price liberalization. Enterprises, facing
both a drop in demand and uneven price liberalization, pressed the authorities for easy credit and/or they
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accumlated payment arrears. Many sought market protection thr3ugh oligopolistic arrangements and
vertical integration. These steps, however, threaten the development of the competitive markets and
market-determined prices upon which the benefits of the market economy in large part depend.

7. Household purchasing power contracted by 20 percent in 1993, reflecting the decline in
both real wages and the real levels of pensions and other social protection transfers. The decline in
private consumption was limited to about 13 percent, however, as households reduced their savings rates
(in part to avoid the inflation tax). The low figure for registered unemployment reflected the fact that
many enterprises "released" emnloyees to the informal sector while notionally retaining them on their
payrolls, by forcing them to take unpaid vacations or by reducing working hours. While wage payments
fell correspondingly, employees retained their link to enterprises, ensuring continued access to social
services and other benefits.

8. The Government's effort to restore fiscal balance in 1993 significantly reduced domestic
demand. In real ten.is, public consumption fell by 23 percent while public investment dropped by over
50 percent for the second year in a row. The cuts in government consumption have led to severe
problems in the operation and maintenance of public services and infrastructure. In the rest of the
economy the decline in gross investment in fixed assets is estimated at 10 percent of GDP (a level
probably not sufficient to maintain the real value of the capital stock).

9. Trade with other FSU republics deteriorated during the year, with export and import
volumes falling by, respectively, 40 and 42 percent. In addition, the terms of trade moved against
Kazakhstan. Payment difficulties became acute and the interrepublican clearing system collapsed. The
payments problems with other republics reflected the widespread liquidity problems within Kazakhstan
and the cut-off at mid-year of correspondence account credits from the Central Bank of Russia, as well
as the poorly developed interrepublican payments arrangements. In contrast, trade with non-FSU
countries expanded. Export volumes grew by 14 percent and import volumes grew by 25 percent.
Overall, Kazakhstan had a trade deficit of 5.3 percent of GDP in 1993 (and a current account deficit of
6.0 percent of GDP).

10. Concerns about the scarcities of basic consumption goods, falling production, growing
excess capacity, the increasing threat of plant closures, and rising unemployment, all prompted the
Government to slow the pace of reform. Monetary stabilization and structural adjustment objectives gave
way to output and employment maintenance objectives. The authorities extended large amounts of
drected credit through the NBK to the industrial and agricultural sectors to ease their payments
difficulties and to support working capital requirements. The resulting credit expansion inhibited any
serious attempt at financial stabilization in 1993. Throughout most of the year, prolonged uncertainty
about the form of monetary arrangements and the objectives of monetary policy compounded the problem.
Only after negotiations on a proposed "new" ruble zone broke down in late October were measures taken
to tighten monetary and credit policies. In November, with the introduction of Kazakhstan's own
currency, the tenge, complete monetary policy independence was achieved and negotiations were quicldy
concluded in early December on a full Standby Agreement with the IMF.

11. In 1993, the economy experienced the negative effects of being between the old and new
systems. The resulting institutional, policy and market environment had a number of undesirable effects.
First, the net impact of the price and quantity interventions was to slow down the restructuring needed
for future recovery. The existing economic structure was locked-in and critical elements of the former
command system were sustained. Institutional barriers discouraged the emergence of competitive
markets. The opening up of trucldng and distribution networks, for example, was stalled by state and
oblast restrictions, the creation of local monopolies under holding companies and nomenclature
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interference. Second, restrictions forced a significant portion of economic activity into the informal
economy. These restrictions included bureaucratic obstacles to the development of new business activities
and a growing arny of distortionary taxes and levies (at both republican and oblast levels).
Administrative decisions to provide licenses, grant access to land and retail space, hindered the
development of new private sector activities. T7ird, the regulatory environment promoted rent seeking
activities. Economic controls were often being used for private profit. Instead of earning income through
productive economic activity, individuals found it more profitable to exploit the system of regulations.
These resulting rents did not generate government revenue, but instead were captured by groups that had
access to rationed products or administrative controls.

The Reform Agenda

12. Price and Market Liberalization. Enterprises can undertake restructuring with increased
certainty in an environment in which price signals provide a reasonable indication of current and future
profitability. Unfortunately, the continuing price and market ir.terventions are impeding the shift of
resources to more efficient uses and slowing adjustment in Kazakhstan. Output price restrictions in the
igricultural sector, for example, squeezed liquidity in the face of rising input costs in the second half of
1993, making a large proportion of the sector inviable. By not addressing price constraints, the
expansion of credit subsidies to agriculture became inevitable. The economic health of the sector would
have been better served if agricultural output prices had been liberalized, state agencies had paid for
products on delivery, and concerns about the impact of rising food prices on the poor had been addressed
by targeted assistance and rising minimum benefit levels.

13. To improve the "signals" given by market prices, reform should include the elimination
of direct price controls and procurement practices in the state and oblast needs system. Remaining price
controls and subsidies on foods should be limited to a very few basic items consumed heavily by the
poorer classes. Housing charges should be increased to at least cover operating costs, and a schedule of
further rate in'reases should be developed to raise utility and housing rents to a full cost basis. Regarding
procurement practices, needed measures include elimination of implicit price controls through the state
and oblast needs system, eliminated; purchases for public sector use and to fulfill bilateral trade
agreements should be at market prices; credit and access to other inputs should no longer be used as part
of the price negotiation process for farm products; and the procure.nent of essential goods at below
market prices, and their sale through state shops, should cease. The. = teps need to be complemented
by the reform of anti-monopoly policies. The Anti-Monopoly Committee should shift from ex ante
controls on price increases to or post checks on excessive prices and profit taking. Also, the AMC
should be given sufficient power to begin breaking-up existing monopolies into their smallest possible
functional units, and administratively granted monopoly rights should be withJrawn immediately.

14. The Government is rightly concerned about abuse of monopoly power. Natural
monopolies will, of course, have to be regulated by appropriate government agencies. In other cases,
however, the most effective form of regulation is a competitive market. Because they have a captive
market, lack of competition allows monopolized enterprises and subsectors to make good profits even
though they use relatively inefficient production techniques and resist the introduction of new technologies
and products. For those activities which are not natural monopolies, the focus of the AMC should shift
to developing competitive markets and breaking up existing monopolies.

15. Enterprise and Financial Sector Reform. If the current pace is maintined, mass
privatization could be implemented over the next two to three years and the bulk of the auction process
completed. This should create a sizeable entrepreneurial class. For this to occur, however, the
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Governmnent must resist the creation of further monopolistic holding companies, resist pressures to
e-clude assets from the privatization process and otherwise slow the pace of privatization.

16. Transfer of ownership alone will not be sufficient to promote effective restructu ring.
However, the largely passive role taken by Government toward restructuring - privatizing enterprises
after corporatization and some segmentation - is appropriate. Enterprise restructuring should be
economically more efficient if driven by financial profit and risk considerations of enterprise owners,
managers and creditors. Decisions on future structure and operations should be made by stakeholders
with assets and humnan capital at risk.

17. One fundamental need is the creation of a more disciplined attitude, by both enterprises
and Government, toward meeting financial obligations. To create this type of disciplined market
environment, meaningful penalties for delayed payments should be introduced, credit bureaus which share
information on credit records should be established, repeated bank clearing of inter-enterprise arrears
should stop, and insolvent companies should be forced into bankruptcy (to be followed by their
restructuring or liquidation). Furthermore, sellers must learn that goods snould only be delivered if
timely payment is reasonably assured.

18. To both improve enterprise governance and promote restructuring, a more favorable
policy enviromnent is needed. The array of administrative interventions discussed above should be
minimized. The judiciary and law enforcement agencies need to be strengthened considerably to enforce
contacts and ensure a safe operating envirorunent for new businesses. Property rights need to be
expanded and made easier to transfer and enforce. Access to land and buildings should be improved and
administrative control over the use of conmmercial and wholesale space eliminated. Trucking and
distribudon should be liberalized and commodity exchanges encouraged. The Governirment should also
expedite new laws on foreign investment, and on leasing and pledging, al-mg with a practical bankruptcy
law and related implementation procedures.

19. Strengthening the commercial banking system and the broader capital markets is also
essential. However, international experience suggests that price and market reform should precede
fnancial market deregulation. Recapitalization of the banking system, for example, should be underaken
only after the viability of enterprise and agricultural sector borrowers has been more firmly established.
It will take time to build the necessary institutional structures and develop an efficient and competitive
bankng sector. However, iumediate steps should be taken to strengthen the sector's capacity to fulfil
its role as an allocator of credit and enforcer of financial discipline. This requires boosting the banking
sector's technical capacity, improving financial discipline, and removing from the banking system
Government policy objectives - such as agricultural or enterprise support - that are more transparent
and efficiently achieved through direct budgetazy support.

20. Measures should be put in place to establish a core group of international standard banks
and enhance their technical capaciy. These should include (i) a tightening of bank licensing requirements
and of exposure limits for single borrowers, shareholders and employees; (ii) application of international
prudential rules to those banks wishing to become universal banks; (iii) acceleration of training to
improve bank official.' ability to appraise the financial viability of borrowers, to execute transactions,
and to manage existing assets and liabilities; and, (iv) acceleration of the computerization of the domestic
payments system. Interest rates should become fully market deternined. Banks should not provide
credits at below market interest rates. (If there are special cases where interest rate subsidies are found
appropriate, these subsidies should be financed through the budget.)
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21. To improve financial discipline (i) a revised bankruptcy law allowing for foreclosure and
sale of assets should be urgently enacted; (ii) the responsibility for credit allocation should be increasingly
shifted to banks (by ending directed credit and expanding credit auctions); and, (iii) repayments to the
NBK should no longer be automatically rolled-over. The responsibility for directed credit schemes
(which account for 54 percent of all outstanding loans) needs to be clarified as a step towards improving
financial governance. The Government should consider assuming explicit responsibility for all existing
directed credits made under its inst'ructions; liability for all other credits should remain with the banks.

22. Newly privatized enterprises can be expected to tighten fmanciai control in an effort to
iniimize costs and maximize profits. However, there is less clarity about the financial incentives facing

managers of enterprises remaining in state hands. To help ensure that the resources of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) are used efficiently, financial discipline .nust be strengthened and the implicit
Government financial guarantee of SOE operations should be diluted. To achieve these objectives,
medium and large scale state enterprises should be incorporated as joint stock companies, with appropriate
legal status, property rights and functioning boards of directors. The State Property Committee (SPC)
should exercise the remaining state ownership rights. Enforceable guidelinies and legislation on such
issues as dividend policy and the respective rights and obligations of SOEs and the State nee I to be
developed. SPC plans to introduce a system to monitor, assess and stimnuate the financial performance
of state enterprises should be accelerated.

23. Restructuring will require financing - but the availability of resources to the enterprise
sector will be constrained. Retained earnings will continue to be restricted by the overall economic
environment (and especially so in the case of financially distressed enterprises most in need of
restructuring). Bank fliancing will be restricted by the domestic deposit base as well as by monetary
policies designed to bri, inflation under control. The shift to positive real interest rates wii, for the
near term, result in a negative flow of resources from banks to enterprises. (The net transfer becomes
negative because the interest rate will exceed the rate of growth in the stock of credit.) In the short term,
while the private sector capital market is being developed, the primary source of additional resources will
be the Government budget, although some resources will be found through foreign borrowing (perhaps
intermediatd or guaranteed by the government).

24. The development of a capital market which can mobilize significant domestic resources
suitable for long-term investments will take some time. The absence of medium and long-term financing,
however, may restrict restructuring and productive investments in plant and equipment (including energy
saving investments with high economic and financial rates of return). The Government is considering
what role it should play in the interim while private capital markets are developed. Many countries have
set up venture capital funds to provide both loans and additional equity to privatized enterprises. Such
fimds can provide post-privatization assistance to enterprises on commercial terms. If this approach is
taken, Go. ermnent involvement in these funds must be designed in a way that does not preclude the
development of a private market for medium and long-term capital.

25. In parallel, the Government should consider reorganizing the Economic Transformation
Fund (ETF) to function in the short run as a provider of long-term capital, particularly for SOEs
remaining in the hands of the state. The financing of public infrasucture functions, however, should
be removed from the ETF, and placed under the control of the Ministry of Finance or Ministry of
Economy. The balance of the ETF could be channelled through some type of development fund to
provide long-term financing at commercial interest rates, with the principal indexed to inflation. Access
to these funds would depend upon preparation and implementation of restructuring progrms. This
redesigned development fumd should be temporary and eliminated once the capital markets are able to
meet these needs for long-term capital. This may be expected in four to five years.
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26. Large loss-makers need special consideration. A Restructuring Fund should be considered
to remove from the banking systemn the debt and financing obligations of the 30 to 40 largest distressed
enterprises. Such a fund could be responsible for financing restructuring, downsizing, privatizing or
liquidating large distressed enterprises on a case-by-ase basis. Enterprise coming under control of the
Fund should expect to be severely restructured or closed down. A Restructuring Advisorv Agency could
provide technical support to in the preparation of restructuring plans for these enterprises, and also
provide assistance to other potentially viable, distressed small and medium sized enterprises.

27. Two other important aspects of enterprise reforin are (i) the removal of non-core, social
service functions, and (ii) the treatment of inherited pollution liabilities. The former is discussed below.
Regarding enviromnental concerns, the Government has an important role in implementing transparent
policies on pollution and environmental control, particularly with respect to liability for past and fimre
pollution. Potential environmental liabilities may involve large contingent costs that may adversely affect
an enterprise's valuation and financial viability. One approach that may be suitable for Kazakhstan would
be for the Govermment to accept responsibility for most past pollution, while the new owners of privatized
enterprises are responsible for all future pollution, including the cost of upgrading pollution control
methods to the standards determined by the state. In special cases the state might aiso negotiate the
tansfer of past pollution liability to an enterprise as part of the privatization process. If this approach
were to be adopted, an Environmental Fund under direct control of the bud-jet could be considered to
clean-up past pollution.

28. Social Policy. Divestiture of social assets of enterprises is an issue of both enterprise
reform and social policy. The inmnediate task is to transfer non-core social services from enterprises to
loc authorities while maintining adequate levels of essential services. As this takes plac. municipal
budgets are likely to come under significant financial pressure and will need support from the republican
budget. However, such support should be gradually replaced by an increased local tax effort and, where
appropnate, recovery of costs from beneficiaries. Insufficient information is available on the operating
and maint.3ance costs of the social services currency provided by enterprises in Kazakhstan, but cost
estimates for similar arrangements in Eastern Europe were on the order of 2.0 percent of GDP annually.
Govermnent current expenditures are likely to hicrease by this magnitude simply to accommodate the
transfers of essential social functions from enterprises to the state. Local government finances will have
to be strengthened if they are to adequately cov, 'lese new responsibilities.

29. GDP per capita in Kazakhstan declined by about 37 percent between 1990 and 1993.
Social pressures will intensify as enterp.-ise restructuring accelerates. The reform process will be socially
and politically sustainable only if the most vulnerable population is protected from the effects of
adjustment. The unemployed, children, and the aged, must be shielded from poverty and malnutrition.
Since the social safety net needs to be compatible with stabilization and structural reforms, benefit levels
to protect the vulnerable must stay witbin fiscal constraints and also should provide an incentive for
individuals to move beyond welfare dependency. Although the Soviet system left a legacy of good social
indicators, primary health and basic education services must be protected from further budgetary cuts or
they will deteriorate furnher and may result in irreparable loss of human capital.

30. Transfers from the Pension Fund amounted to about 6 percent of GDP in 1993. Financed
by a wage tax, the Fund has in the past been in surplus. However, this seems likely to change as a result
of the reduction in the wage tax at the start of 1994, rising unemployment and the poor level of tax
compliance, and the changing age structure. Several policy options should be considered in 1994 to
reduce fiscal costs while preserving fairness in the pension system. As a temporary measure, pension
entitlements could be collapsed towards a single rate through flat nominal indexation based on the amount
required to maintain the real value of the minimum labor pension. Eligibility criteria should be tightened
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by decreasing the number of special pensions; in 1993 approxinately 31 percent of all people receiving
pensions were below the statutory pensionable age (55 for women and 60 for men). One could also
implement a maximum earned-income threshold for those continuing to work. Given the (by international
standards) relatively low pensionable ages, the Government could consider gradually increasing the
pensionable age.

31. Unemployment benefits will become an increasingly important part of the social safety
net. Based on the experience of Eastern Europe, unemployment could rise from 1 percent of the labor
force at the end of 1993 to 10 percent by end-1995 and perhaps 12 percent by end 1996. Moreover,
much of this unemployment would be structural, so unemployment compensation benefits need to be
provided beyond the six months period for which they are now available. Temporary employment
schemes have proved elsewhere to be useful, and such a transitory labor market program to absorb excess
labor should be considerWd in Kazakhstan. An immediate need is developing the administrative capacity
needed to cope with benefits and service delivery.

32. Basic health services are suffering from an almost 40 percent decline in the real level of
budgetary support since 1990. Over 80 percent of the health budget now goes to staff salaries and
utilities, leaving inadequate funding for consumables, equipment and maintenance. As a result, many
hospitals are in a state of dilapidation, and are suffering from acute supply shortages that have seriously
compromised the ability of health institutions to practice even basic infection control.

The Goverment Budget

33. The Government faces a difficult challenge in folding the increased expenditures demands
identified in this report into the overall budgetary envelop. Funds will be required to provide transfers
to both distressed and viable enterprises to help with initial restructuring, down-sizing and liquidation.
Additional resources will be required for increased institutional and technical support. To facilitate the
necessary labor shake-out, adequate unemployment compensation must be provided and other funds will
be needed to finance the transfer of social assets away from enterprises. Resources also must be found
to commence rebuilding the social and economic infrastructure required to support economic growth.
Furthermore, an aging population and reduced payroll tax receipts are expected to increase the problems
of financing the Pension Fund.

34. Reconciling these demands into the overall budget picture will require increased tax effort
(including improving compliance) and, where possible, further cuts in expenditures in non-priority areas.
New needs will have to be met largely by the reallocation of existing expenditures to higher priority areas
rather than by increases in the tax burden. Nonetheless, a substantial tax effort will be required over
1994-97. The need for this effort is caused by the expected declines in revenues from some past sources.
The reduction in the wage tax at the start of 1994 reduced revenues by 1.6 percent of GDP. But an even
more important factor is the need to offset the decline in receipts form the "inflation tax" which the
budget (and some extrabudgetary accounts) receive in the form of central bank "profits". This 'profit"
is really seignorage from creating new money. As monetary expansion and inflation are brought under
control, receipts from this source are likely to fall by 4.5 percent of GDP.

35. If the budget deficit is to be kept manageable and consistent with stabilization objectives,
we estimate that revenues from improving tax administration and from new tax measures will have to
amount to 7.5 percent of GDP in 1994-97. This would be somewhat more than enough to offset the
above mentioned declines in revenues (which total 6.1 percent of GDP), but not enough to offset both
these declines and the increase in government expenditures that is expected to result from the transfer of
social assets from enterprises to local authorities. So the budget situation will be very tight even if the
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tax effort is successful in bringing in new revenues equivalent to nearly 2.0 percent of GDP in each year
1994-1997.

Trntion Policies and the Medium-Term Outlook

36. Tensions have emerged between macroeconomic policy and the financial needs of the
reform. Structural reform in the enterprise and financial sectors is lagging behind that required by the
Government's monetary policy objectives. Moreover, the limits of the fiscal envelop are being stretched
by the financial resources needed to implement and accelerate restructuring (including the financing for
an adequate social safety net and for priority investments in economic and social infrastructure).

37. The conflicts became clear in the first quarter of 1994, when the Government's tightening
of credit policy became unsustainable as interenterprise arrears mounted, budget revenues fell far below
expectations, and economic activity continued to shrink. Credit policy failed because the institutional and
policy environment was not consistent with the attempted pace of monetary stabilization. In particular,
the intended pace of disinflation was inconsistent with the speed at which enterprises could adjust.
Furthermore, (i) the Govermment was reluctant to let enterprises close when an adequate safety net was
not yet in place to protect displaced workers and the communities that often depended upon the financially
distressed enterprises; (ii) policies to facilitate enterprise restructuring had not yet been put in place; and,
(iii) continuing output price interventions undermined the viability of the agricultural sector and extended
its dependence upon subsidies through the credit system. Strengthening the social safety net, enterprise
restructuring, and further price refor all need to be accelerated to buttress credit policy.

38. The Government needs to ensure that a minimum level of credit is available to
enterprises. Financial discipline must be tight enough to exert pressure on inefficient and loss-making
enterprises to restructure. However, access to financial resources must not be so tight that it leaves
potentially viable enterprises without the means to continue functioning long enough to undertake
restructuring. If credit policy is too tight, the impact on output and employment may be so severe that
it will soon result in its reversal. Moreover, unrealistic inflation targets are counter-productive as the
credibility of the NBK is undermined by credit policy reversals. Failure to protect basic human needs
will promote social unrest and jeopardize the gains made to date. The challenge now facing the
Authorities is to implement a disinflationary credit program which not only provides sufficient incentives
to adjust, but also is consistent with a feasible pace of change in the underlying structure of the economy
and which allows sufficient financial resources for other objectives - including support for enterprise
restructuring, an adequate social safety net, and basic economic and social infrastructure.

40. As restructuring accelerates inthe next couple of years, some funther declines in industrial
activity, particularly in the manufacturing sector, will be unavoidable. However, large investments in
and expanding output from the energy sector, along with growth in small-scale private manufacturing,
should soon begin to offset the declines in output by the large SOEs. Even with good macroeconomic
management, some further declines in real GDP should be anticipated for 1994 and 1995, lirie or no
change in aggregate output in 1996, and a return to significant growth beginning only in 1997. The
agricultural sector is not expected to provide the impetus to growth observed in countries such as China
where agnculture immediately responded to land reform and price liberalization. Characterized oy large-
scale farming, the structure of ownership and technological constraints in Kazakhstan will slow adjustment
to changes in relative prices and the removal of subsidies.

41. Kazakhstan's economic recovery is likely to be led by petroleum and mineral production,
the rebuilding of FSU trade and a further expansion of non-FSU trade, and growth in the services sector.
Service activities often lead the growth of the private sector because they typically require limited start-up
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capital. The scarcity of consumer services under the former cowmand economy is expected to accentuate
this trend in Kazakhstan. However, removal of the present administr-tive obstacles to small scale private
activity will have to take place if service activities are to play their potential role in absorbing labor and
promotng a rebound in economic activity.

42. The balance of payments outlook is promising. A strong export potential, combined with
current low debt indicators, suggests that Kazakhstan has the potential to quickly establish its
creditworthiness. For this to happen, however, Kankhst must achieve its export potential. As a
landlocked county, Kazakhstan must develop secure trade and transit agreements with its neighbors. An
oil export pipeline is critical. The iong-term capital inflow should be sufficient to finance a current
account deficit averaging as much as 5.0 percent of GDP annually during 1995-97 (as well as to maintain
a relatively comfortable international reserve position). This, however, is a comparatively high level of
extemal capital inflow. Maintining creditworthiness for this level of external finance will depend upon
(i) the effective use of both borrowing and direct foreign investment to expand output, and (ii) the
contmuig economic reforms that will promote the more efficient use of both domestic and foreign
resources.



ECONOMIC REPORT

A. Introduction

1. Kazakhstan is now entering its third year as an independent country. After bold reforms
in the first year, the Government has had to contend with the complexities of implementing the transition
to a market economy. In 1993, the refonn effort encountered fresh challenges: (i) unexpected trade
losses caused by a drop in world commodity prices and by Kazakhstan's captivity to Russian oil pipelines;
(ii) protracted negotiations around the ruble zone; and (iii) numerous implementation difficulties,
including delays by Parliament in passing essential legislation. Some of these implementation difficulties
revealed that national consensus on reform had been over-estimated. Also the power of entrenched
relationships between ministries and producers had been underestimated, as had been the resistance of
local governments steeped in deeply rooted traditions. As the old economic system was being dismantled
and the new had not yet fully emerged, vested interest groups sprang up and took advantage of
transitional distortions to compete for emerging econornic rents.

2. The stalemate between reforn objectives and political and institutional realities was
potentially broken when Kazakhstan introduced its new currency, the Tenge, in November 1993. Shortly
thereafter, the Government agreed with the IMF on a stabilization program, now being implemented,
which covers the period to end 1994. In December 1993, in preparation for general elections held in
March 1994, Parliament dissolved itself and handed temporary authority to govem to the President and
executive body. These developments provided the Govermnent with a renewed opportunity to accelerate
imaplementation of the reforn program. In late 1993 - early 1994, the proportion of auctioned credit was
increased, the number of goods subject to export license and quotas reduced and a raft of decrees
accelerating the privatization program were passed. The central Government has also gradually
consolidated its power over the regions.

3. With the difficult political issue of the ruble zone behild it, the Government now faces
the imperative task of accelerating reform, notwithstanding the already sharp drop in the standard of
living. Kazakhstan's extensive natural resource wealth and favorable labor endowment suggest that its
medium term future is relatively secure. However, the reforms that remain to be implemented or
completed, will result in a further contraction in output as the old economic structure adjusts to the new
competitive reality. Such output declines will be an inevitable, but necessary, consequence of
restructuring. Failure to adjust will increase costs and prolong the transition. Output will grow again
only after oil revenues and private sector production begin to expand and overtake the contraction in
inefficient public enterprises.

4. In pursuing stabilization and structural refonrs, the Government faces difficult trade-offs
that must be addressed in the context of a restricted budgetary envelope. Competing demands include
the financing requirements imposed by agriculture and industrial restructuring and by the need to have
an adequate system of social protection and prevent further deterioration in existing infrastructure.
Reforms must be sequenced to balance competing objectives and avoid over-burdening enterprises and
households with excessive taxation.
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B. Economic Developments'

5. In 1993, mci developments were a continuation of the economy's adjustment to the initial
price shock of 1992 and the unfolding economic crisis throughout the FSU countries. Output declined
another 16 percent and annual inflation averaged 1400 percent. The Government, however, managed to
decrease substantially the budget deficit. The consolidated budget deficit dropped from 7.3 to 1.5 percent
of GDP between 1992 and 1993. In contrast, the current account deficit broadened from 1.9 percent
to 6.0 percent of GDP due to a significant decline in the terms of trade (see Table 1).

Prices

6. Certain reforms that followed the elimination of most direct price controls in 1992 are
now firmly established. While administered prices and subsidies continue to exist in Kazakhstan, a
substantial proportion of supply ane demand for consumer goods is now cleared through prices. The
absence of private business and long lines for scarce goods are things of the past.

7. The trade and output shock
and continuing inflation in 1993 led the
Govermment to tighten enforcement of
remaining price and quantity controls in an Table 1: Seleted c IdkctOrs

effort to protect the welfare of the 1992 19
population. These continued price and
quantity interventions in the goods market Rea GDP -14.0 -15.6
prevented enterprises from adjusting Apiculture* 0.5 -12.1
smoothly to lower demand and shifts in 5* -23.2 -197

relative prices. While directly administered _ ___ic_____ _____-3.2

prices were few, there was price interference (Pa' of GDP)

uuougu the state needs system, anti- Current Account Balae 1.86 -6.02

monopoly pricing policy and credit allocation onsolidatd Budget Deficit -7.33 -1.55

(see Table 2).2 In 1993, up to 40 percent of (Annual Avera Percentage Cunge)

the economy was apparently subject to some consum Price 1400 1400

form of state interference in price setting.3 Ra w -5.2

An even larger proportion of (Pere of Law Force. End-Decembn)
the economy was subject to indirect non- OpenUemploynt 0.46 0.53

price influence, such as credit allocation Sorce Govennt d World Bank Staff Ewm.

policy. * Net NaKonal Product by Sector

1. For a fuller discussion of events in 1992 and 1993, see 'Kazakhstan: The Transition to a Market Economy', a World
Bank Country Study, World Bank, Washington D.C., 1993, and Annex I to this short report.

2. When te tenge was introduced in niid-November 1993, the Government temporarily froze prices of essential consumer
goods (milk products, sugar, salt, meat, soap) to prevent speculation. Generalized profit margin regulations were also applied
to all enterprises, regardless of market position. These extraordinary measures were lifted in January 1994.

3. Assuming 90 percent of the economy remains in the formal sector, the fact that 20 percent of output is subject to
explicit or implicit price control under the state needs program and 7) percent of industrial output remains subject to Anti-
Monopoly Committee margin control, suggests that up to 40 percent of pricing remains under Government direction.
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Table 2: Key Intemal and External Market Intervention in Kazkhstan
As at November, 1993

Intena Extral

l11-V O Contrls It'ring Ouantit Controls

6) Price Administration (i) State needs (i) Distribution of export () Distribution of
(20% of consue,r (coverage, 20% licenses subject to quotas and licenses
basket)(supponted on average, price approval restricted trade
by consumer and 70% of agriculture) beyond state or
input and output oblast needs -
producer subsidies) linked to bilaterml

trade agreements

(ii) And-monopoly pricing (ii) State oblast and (ii) Inposition of anti- (ii) Quota control over
regulatons (Coverage, city directives and monopoly price strategic exports
75% of iWustril restrictions on control to exports
producdon) direcdon of trade

(HOI Negodated' prices (iii) Monopoly rights
under state needs allocated to forrmer
systen state trading

organizations

8. Since relative prices of agricultural products, oil, gas and minerals were held down in
relation to industrial output under the former command system, significant terms of trade realignments
were expected to benefit Kazakhstan. However, the terms of trade negatively affected the economy in
1993. This negative shock was primarily caused by the country's landlocked position and high degree
of integration with Russia, especially in the production and distribution of oil (see Box 1).

9. Interventions constraining the quantity of goods produced and supplied also persisted in
1993. Enforcement of state procurement needs (covering 20 percent of output), the coverage of export
quotas and licenses and delivery requirements under bilateral trade agreements all were tightened. Oblast
influence over regional production and distribution, loosely implemented in 1992, was also more enforced
in 1993. State interference in trade among regions and enterprises, quantitative allocation of supplies,
market entry restrictions, and state influence over critical inputs further constrained market development.

10. Developments in 1993 underscored the importance of removing institutional restraints and
allowing prices to play their allocative role. While quantity controls were the optimal instrument under
the command economy, they were now obstructing the benefits of price liberalization in Kazakhstan.
Controls brought about random adjustments in relative prices that adversely affected the financial viability
of enterprises, exporters and farmers.

11. Those enterprises that continued to face output price constraints experienced a profit
squeeze or losses, since they could not pass on input price increases in the final product price.
Enterprises producing key products frequently faced not only output price constraints but also pressure
to continue to supply enterprises that were not paying. For example, the gas supplier, Kaznefteprodukt,
was the largest creditor in interenterprise arrears at the end of 1993. Essentially forced by the
Government to provide gas to enterprises that were unable to pay, Kaznefteprodukt received directed
credits throughout 1993 to continue operating and meet the cost of rising imported gas prices.
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Box 1: Oil Trade with Rssia

Currently, Kazakhstan's oil sector is adversely affected by the fact that its major trading partner, Russia, is
both a monopoly seller and a monopsony buyer. Economic theoiy suggests that a monopoly seller wi1l maximize
profis by reducing quantity and raising price. Similarly. a monopsony buyer will use its market power to lower the
price at which it purhases product, thus taking a share of producer pro*.. In both cases, the monopolist and the
montpsony are acting rationally to increase profits or reduce costs.

Unfortunately, Kazakhstan's inherited oil production and distribution infrastructure has left it captive to the
Russian Federation, which is a monopoly seller to Kazakli oil refineries in the east, and a monopsony buyer of crude
oil from Kazakistan's oil fields in the west. Even exports to third markets need to transit through Russian pipelines.
Not surprisingly Russia exercised its market power in 1992 and 1993 to discriminate between the prics at which it
bought and sold crude oil. Thus, Kazakhstan paid a crude oil import price that was 66 percent higher than the export
price it received - a w'ich greater disparity than quality differences alone would justify. Adjusting for quality, this
pricing disparity eost Kazakhstan around US$150 million in net export earnings in 1993.

In an effort to increase its options, Kazakhstan has announced that it has begun constuction of a domestic
pipeline to connect the western oil fields with the eastern refineries. Total costs are estmnated at between US$400 and
450 millon. Upon completion, the price differential is likely to disappear as alternative market sources open up to
tazakh producers and buyers. This in turn should allow for rapid pay-back on the invesutent.

12. The negative impact of uneven price liberalization combined with the drop in demand for
final products affected the performance of state owned enterprises (SOEs) at random. To survive, SOEs
asked the Government for credit, sought market protection4 and/or accumulated payment arrears.5

Financial assistance was not rationed by interest rates or other economic considerations, but instead was
determined by relative political strength. Likewise, the state directed the supply of goods to SOEs
without payment based on non-economic factors.

13. Continued quantity rationing, coupled with distorted relative prices, made it difficult for
commercial banks, the Govermnent and prospective investors to judge potential profitability in the
enterprise sector. It simply was not possible to ascertain which enterprises could become viable in the
future and which might be likely to turn future losses.

Demand

14. Consunmtion. Household purchasing power contracted by 20 percent in 1993. Whereas
workers' compensations (in cash or otherwise), after the initial hit of early 1992, remained relatively well
protected, social transfers, particularly pension payments, continued to slide down. The total -. age bill
declined by about 9 percent in real terms, while pension payments were dropping by 37 perct nt and the
access to family allowances was severely restricted (see para 1.77). This drop in real income as well as

4. For example, a timber company in northern Kazakhstan actively pursued the Goverunent in the second half of 1493
to provide it with sole importation rights for timber, arguing that at most, only two operators should be allowed to participate
in the market, one in the north and one in the south of the country.

5. In the absence of tight financial control, and needing to sustain liquidity following the decline in working capital
relative to the level of economic activity, enterprises used interenterprise arrears as a means of financing. Net interenterprise
arrears increased twenty-fold over the first nine months of 1993. and represented about 17 percent of GDP in September 1993.
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avoidance of the inflation tax caused households to reduce their savings rate. As a result, private
consumption contracted somewhat less in 1993 than other expenditure categories.

15. Labor hoarding and wage indexation help explain the better resilience of wage income
compared to other forms of revenues. Registered unemployment was restricted to around 0.4 percent
of the work force at the end of 1993, while overstaffing may have been as high as 20 percent. To offset
Government restrictions on firing labor, many enterprises 'released' employees to the informal sector
while notionally retaining them on the payroll or forcing them to take unpaid vacations or work reduced
hours. While wage payments fell correspondingly, employees retained their link to enterprises, ensuring
continued access to housing, social services and other benefits.6

16. The Government's efforts to restore fiscal balance over 1992-93 also significantly
depressed domestic demand. Public consumption fell by 23 percent in 1993, while public investment was
dropping by over 50 percent for the second year in a row, as the consolidated deficit was reduced from
7.3 to 1.5 percent of GDP over 1992 to 1993. The contraction in consumption volumes fell therefore
entirely on expenditures on goods and services, creating severe problems in the operation and
maintenance of public services and infrastructure. In the health sector, for instance, wage payments
together with bulgirg fuel expenses for heating and transportation crowded out requirements for drugs
and basic medical supplies.

17. Investment. The drop in enterprise profitability and consumer demand and persistent
macroeconomic uncertainty prompted a 10 percent decline in enterprise investment in fixed assets in
1993. Construction activity remained weak and only limited investment took place in new plant and
equipment.

18. A sharper decline in total investment was prevented by an initial inflow of direct foreign
investment into the energy sector, light industry, banks and hotels. Turkish and Chinese investors have
been particularly active in small scale development, while large international corporations have focused
on large resource based enterprises. Major future investment inflows are expected in the energy and non-
ferrous metals sectors' and from the sale of enterprises to foreign partners in the case-by-case large scale
privatization program.8

19. Although some enterprises were financially constrained in 1993, others were highly liquid
as a result of credit or the receipt of above-normal profits from market distortions. Many enterprises
used this increased liquidity to sustain production, while others choose to build-up foreign assets. The

6. Average non-wage benefits provided by enterprises to employees were estimated at around 40 percent of cash wages
in 1993.

7. Three major developments offer significant future investment potential: (i) a 50/50 joint venture was finalized in 1993
between Tengizneftegaz (the Kazakh production association) and a subsidiary of Chervon to develop the Tengiz field, which has
potential reserves of over 1.2 billion tons of oil equivalents; (ii) a group of foreign investors are cu.-rently negotiating a 40 year
contract for the development of the Karachaganak field with estimated reserves of around 0.3 billion tons of oil equivalents; and
(iii) a group of seven major oil and gas companies have entered into an agreement with Kazakhstan to explore the Caspian Sea
shelf.

8. For example, in the sale of the Almaty Tobacco Kombinat to Philip Morris in late 1993, the new owners committed
to undertake new investment of around US$200 million.
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temporary lifeline provided by expanding credit to enterprises led to an additional build-up in stocks of
around 4 percent of GDP in 1993.

20. External demand. Although enterprises tried to reorient sales to foreign markets, the
deterioration in Kazakhstan's primary FSU markets kept exports from leading a recovery in enterprise
profits. Instead, the trade balance deteriorated by 4 percent of GDP in 1993. Export and import volumes
both declined by 30 percent in 1993, but terms of trade swung against Kazakhstan. Payment difficulties
became acute and the CIS clearing system collapsed partly due to the introduction of non-convertible
currencies (starting in June 1992, with the non-transferability of non-ash rubles between republics).

21. Initially, the old FSU Gosplan network of directed trade had been replaced by extensive
bilateral trade agreements. As the coverage and enforcement of these agreements diminished, however,
secured access to imported inputs and markets for exports in the FSU disappeared. Kazakhstan's trade
with the FSU also suffered from the loss of transfers from the Russian Federation in 1993. Transfers
through correspondent account credits at the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) of around 10 percent of GDP
in the first half of 1993 were cut-off in July of that year. This substantially reduced external financing
and the overall balance of trade between the two countries into balance in the second half of 1993. As
a reswt, import and export volumes to the FSU continued to drop in 1993 by around 42 and 40 percent,
respectively.

22. In contrast, trade with non-FSU countries did expand. Export volume grew by 14 percent
in 1993; raw materials, in particular, were diverted from less remunerative FSU markets. The
undervaluation of the exchange rate in 1992-1993 contributed to the shift of trade toward non-FSU
markets.9 Import volumes from non-FSU countries grew by 25 percent, despite the heavily depreciated
exchange rate, compression in household incomes and weak demand for investment goods. China
emerged as a leading partner in non-FSU trade, mostly through barter arrangements.

23. The policy response. Despite initial price liberalization and the scaling back of state
involvement in trade and distribution, the economy has not yet been transformed. Concern about the
scarcity of essential consumption goods, falling production, growing excess capacity and the increasing
threat of plant closures and rising unemployment prompted the Government to slow the pace of reform.
Monetary stabilization and structural adjustment objectives gave way to output and employment
maintenance objectives. In addition to the various interventions outlined above, the authorities extended
large amounts of directed credit through the NBK to the enterprise and agricultural sectors to ease internal
payments difficulties and support enterprise working capital requirements. Credit support of unprofitable
enterprises and the imnplicit underwriting of pricing and distribution policies inhibited any serious attempts
at stabilization in 1993. Throughout most of the year, prolonged uncertainty about the form of monetary
arrangements and the objectives of monetary policy compounded the problem.

24. As a small partner in the ruble zone, Kazakhstan had little influence over, or incentive
to control, inflation until the second half of 1993. Despite Kazakhstan's impressive fiscal performance,
zone-wide fiscal policy and a relaxed attitude toward credit emission policy on the part of all zone
members created strong inflationary pressures. After the demonetization of the Soviet ruble in August
1993, inflation became a domestic policy issue. Kazakhstan, however, failed to seize its opportunity and

9. Non-FSU trade accounted for 26 percent of all trade in 1993, up from around 11 percent in 1991.
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instead persisted in liberal credit and interest rate policies.'" Moreover, despite successive upward
adjustments in the NBK rediscount interest rate, froin 65 percent mid-year to 170 percent in September,
the key central bank rate continued to be held below market clearing levels and was negative in real
terms.

25. Only after negotiations on a proposed 'new' ruble zone broke down in late October 1993
we,re measures taken to tighten monetary and credit policies. With the introduction of the Tenge. complete
monetary policy independence was achieved and negotiations were quickly concluded in early December
1.3 on a full Standby Agreement with the IMF in support of the new currency. By end- 1993, the NBK
rediscount rate was being maintained on par with the auction market rate, i.e., around 250 percent.

The Impact on the Economy

26. In 1993, the economy experienced the negative effects of being between the old and the
new systems. The resulting institutional, policy and market environment had a number of undesirable
effects.

27. First, the net impact of price and quantity interventions was to slow down the
development of a productive base for future output recovery. The existing economic structure was
locked-in and critical elements of the former command system were sustained. Institutional barriers
discouraged the emergence of competitive markets. Trade barriers, such as oblast entry restrictions, were
used to 'protect' and support existing emerprises at the expense of the growth of a more productive
private sector. Resources that should have gone directly into productive activities were diverted to access
licenses, inputs and credit. Distorted prices constrained new investment and promoted unproductive rent
seeking activities.

28. The opening up of trucking and distribution networks, for example, was stalled by state
and oblast restrictions, the creation of local monopolies under holding companies and nomenclature
interference. These sectors are typically among the easiest to introduce competition to, and are usually
highly competitive in market economies. Despite Government attempts to open up these sectors, truck
privatization has been limited to 20 percent of all trucks and the financially and politically powerful
distribution nomenclature is pressing for special privileges.

29. Second, restrictions forced a significant proportion of activity into the informal economy.
These restrictions not only included quantity constraints but bureaucratic obstacles to the development of
new business activities and a growing array of distortionary taxes and levies (at both the republican and
oblast level). The potential tax base was thus reduced and transaction costs increased. Wholesale trade
was mostly dominated by the state. Administrative decisions to provide licenses, grant access to land and
retail space, hindered the private sector. But economic activity and trade in informal markets did expand
rapidly.

30. The limited use of the technologically advanced and efficient commodity exchange
network in Kazakhstan illustrates this point. A computerized commodity exchange network, linking 19
oblasts, allows for immediate distribution of information, lowers search and transactions costs and reduces

10. The Authorities' attention was also diverted by protracted discussions with the Russian Federation on a proposed new
mble zone. The discussions covered the full gambit of monetary and economic relations.
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the danger of breach of contract. Despite simultaneous trading in each oblast, however, these commodity
exchanges only supported marginal activity.

31. Third, the regulatory environment promoted significant transfers of wealth. Economic
controls were often being used for private profit. The combination of arbitrary price, credit and trade
restrictions generated an enviromnent in which significant gains were to be had. Instead of earning
income through productive econom:c activity, individuals were better off exploiting the system of
regulations.

32. These rents did not generate Government revenue, but instead were captured by groups
that had access to rationed products or administrative controls. Rent seeking took many forms, including
the purchase and sale of state orders at below narket prices, the receipt of export quotas and licenses for
internationally tradeable commodities, illegal export trade, under- and over- invoicing, favorable access
to subsidized credit, the privatization of enterprises, and access to export credit lines. Those who still
had the power to channel the flow of products, direct and subsidize credit and provide licenses and
permits similarly benefitted under the regime in place in 1993.

33. In sum, the policy and regulatory environrment was such in 1993 that enterprises
undertookl little effective restructuring. Despite acceleration in the privatization program, incentives to
restructure remained weak. Non viable enterprises continued to survive. Only a few major enterprises
lad off large numbers of employees, transferred social assets or reallocated productive assets to new uses.
Instead, a massive reallocation of wealth occurred. The creation of holding companies concentrated
control over those assets and appropriated the benefits derived from them.

34. The adverse effects on equity, fiscal revenues and the incentives to restructure suggest
that the Government will need to undertake decisive structural and systemic policy action in support of
the overall reform program in 1994. The rigidities in the present system and the policies that have
perpeuated the existing structure will be of increasing importance as the economy attempts to stabilize.
The Government therefore needs to accelerate reform of the trade, distribution, pricing and competitive
structure of the economy and urgently promote restructuring in the enterprise and agriculture sectors.

C. Reform Agenda

Developing Competitive Markets

35. Price Liberalization. Enterprises can undertake restructuring with increased certainty in
an environment in which price signals provide a reasonable indication of current and future profitability.
Unfortunately, the array of price interventions discussed above are impeding the shift of resources to their
most efficient uses and slowing adjustment in Kazakhstan. Some price restrictions are constraining
otherwise profitable enterprises, while others are inhibiting enterprise expansion into potentially profitable
areas."

11. As returns increase in some markets, enterprises would be expected to expand production in these areas. This may
involve investment in new capacity to meet growing market needs, thus generating increased activity and employment.
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36. Output price restrictions in the agricultural sector, for example, squeezed liquidity in the
face of rising input costs in the second half of 1993, making a large proportion of the sector inviable.
By not addressing the price constraints, the decision to expand credit to the sector in early 1994
contributed to the relaxation in credit policy discussed above.'2 Price control in this instance undermined
the inflation objective, and prolonged instability in the economy.

37. Simnilarly, holding FSU trade prices out of line with international levels is distorting
returns to Kazakhstan producers. A shift to world pricing in Kazakhstan's trade within the FSU,
particularly, energy products, niinerals and grain, would increase the FSU terms of trade by around 14
percent and could add up to US$500 million annually to the trade baiaWice by 1996.'3

Box 2: Pricing Reformn In 1994

Pbect Price Controls.
* remauing price controls on bread and housing should be linited to 'inferior' items.
* heating and other utility charge. should be increased to at least cover operating costs.
* a schedule of further rate rises should be developed to raise utility and housing rents to a full cost basis.
* remaining consumer subsidies should be limited to self-argeted price support for 'inferior goods'.

Procurement actices.
e Inplicit prce control through the state and oblast needs system should be eliminated.
* products purchased by the state to meet bilateral trade agreements should be purchased at market prkes.
* transactions with the state should be undertaken at free market prices.
* credit, diesel, land, seeds and other inputs should no longer be used as factors in the 'price negotiation'

process.
* the purchase of essential consumption goods at below market prices and sale through state shops should

cease.

Anti-MonopolY Pricin.
Policies, and amendments to the AMC legislation, required to establish 'fair trade', protect consumer rights

and control abuses of monopoly power, include:
* AMC price regulation should shift from pre-approving prices to ex-post checks on excessive pricing and

profit taking.
* the AMC should be given sufficient power to begin breaking-up existing monopolies into teir smalest

pW-ible fimctional units.
* administratively granted monopoly rights should be withdrawn immediately.

38. To align relative and absolute prices, refern needs to be accelerated through the
elimination of direct price controls and procurement practices in the state and oblast needs system. These
need to be complemented by reform of anti-monopoly pricing policy (see Box 2).

12. The economic health of the sector would have been much better served if agricultural output prices had been
liberalized, state agencies paid for product on delivery and concerns about the impact of rising prices on the poor were addressed
by rising minimum benefit levels.

13. This assumes no behavioral response to the price rise or changes in the composition of existing trade. Furthermore,
it assumes international pricing is achieved in oil trade with Russia.
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39. Of special concern is petroleum pricing. The Governmnent's existing petroleum pricing
policy which seeks to maintain the retail price of petroleum at close to that in the USA should be
maintained. However, the domestic price of crude oil sold to industrial users urgently needs to be raised
to the border price plus transport, handling and distribution charges."4

40. While the Government is rightly concemed about potential abuse by monopolies, many
of these will be best 'regulated" by allowing competition. Only few activities are natural monopolies.
Lack of competition allows enterprises to freeze cost and production patterns and resist the introduction
of new technologies, since they have a captive market. The focus of the anti-monopoly committee
(AMC) therefore should shift to developing competitive markets and breaking up existing monopolies.

BDo 3: Oblast AdmInIstion Iluce over Agrlctul Trade

lTade in agricultural commodiies continues to be dominated by oblast and rayon officials. Of the
approxImaly 12.5 million tons of grain available for sale in 1993, 6.5 million tons was delivered under stae needs
*requles. Oblast officials negotiated quotas for stae needs with their counterparts at the Republican level and
then divided the quota among state and collective farns in the oblast. Various nducemet, such as access to
diretd credi and inputs in short supply (eg. fuel), were used to ensure fulfillment of de quota. The stakes are
igh: rpedly, two oblast administrators lost their jobs for failing to meet 1993 quota targets. Furthermore, non-
quotain owned by state and individual farms was confiscated to meet contracted deliveries.

Notonally, state and collective farms could freely market the six million tons of grain outside of the state
neeud re ement in 1993. In praie, bowever, most farms were required to market their ouqtp under irtruction
fom the oblast admnistration. In Turgai oblast, for example, the adminator contracted grain to a joint-stock

t company for use in barter trade with Russia for oil, niachinery and ferdlizer. Farms in the oblast were
oblged to make deliveries to the company to fulfiWl this contract. In Kostanai, the oblast admindistator entered into a
siil arrangement wih an enterprise to barter gramin for combine harvesters, trucks and tractors from Delarus.

Similarly. while farms may arrange their own export contacts, the oblast administration is responsible for
issuing necessary export licenses. These are particularly difficuk to obtain if deliveries on admistatiou contracts
ae outstandg. Farms can also enter into barter agreements with local induty, exchanging meat or grain for such
item s coal, constion mnaterials, or consumer goods which are then used either on the farm, or to make 'in-kind'
payments to fam workers. However, such transactions can only be undertaken with the approval of the oblast
admin brto.

41. Allowing monopolies to charge costs plus a fixed margin, as currently practiced, fiurther
reduces incentives to save and leads to higher prices, since all cost increases are passed on. The current
production cost basis for calculating prices is no longer appropriate in a market economy, where prices
are determined by border prices and opportunity costs. This only hurts the population consuming the
monopoly produced goods: they will receive less at a higher price.

42. To supplement price reform and encourage the development of competitive markets state
direction of t'ie flow of goods and services should also be eliminated. Artificial restraints on trade inhibit

14. In November 1993, the domestic price of crude oil was only equivalent to 18 percent of world market levels. This
was the price charged for deliveries to industrial users.
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enterprise profitability. The sale of products to the state should be entirely voluntary. At most, state
trading should cover the normal procurement of goods and services required by the Government for
hospitals, public administration and defense. Remaining restrictions on who to sell to and penalties for
non-compliance with non-mnarket state purchases should be removed."5 Access to subsidies for only those
produces delivering state needs at below market prices, should be eliminated. These aspects of the state
needs system simply represent a non-transparent transfer of income between different groups in society.

43. Restrictions on market entry, such as those limiting inter-oblast trade in agricultural
products or granting monopoly rights to individual producers or suppliers should also be removed. The
right of oblast and city administrations to impose output directives and trade restraints on enterprises
should be abolished at the same time the state needs system is curtailed (see Box 3).

44. Development of a supportive market environment in Kazakhstan will also require further
rationalization of the external trade regime. Providing relatively free and open access to foreign markets
and inputs will allow enterprises to both maximize returns and minimize input costs. Policy should
therefore develop a regime which does not interfere with pricing, quantities and competition in external
trade.

45. Licenses and quotas were used extensively in 1993 to ensure delivery of local product for
domestic uses and for the fulfillment of bilateral trade agreements. Trade policy was used as an
instrument of domestic price and output policy. Such interventions inhibited export growh and distorted
domestic cost structures. In a similar fasnion to internal market liberalization, the Government needs to
take steps to remove interventions in the external market which are preventing enterprises from operating
efficiently. Nevertheless, compared with the extent of internal distortions, external policy reform is of
secondary importance.

Bex 4: Etera Trade PoMey Rdorm to 194

* the remainig 35 export licenses and 34 quotas should be phased out over 1994.
3 during the transitional phase.out period, licenses and quotas should be auctioned.
3 license administration and allation should be centralized and obast rhts to issue licenses repealed. To

reduce transactions costs, reginal administrative capacity to issue licenses on insuction from the center,
however, should be retained.

* export taxes should be progressively reduced and then replaced by more appropriate taxation of Icome fom
natural resources.

* applicaion of anti-nonopoly pricing control and value-added taxes to exports should cease.
* artificial barriers to enny to export marwkets which protect local monopolies should be removed.
O the monopoly granted to seven quasi-stae trading organizations to export some of Kazakhstan's key

'strtegic goods' should be abolished for 1994.

46. Those interventions in place in early 1994 which should be removed as fast as possible
include quantitative restrictions on trade, price distortions reducing exporter competitiveness and barriers
to competition among exporters. Furthermore, an auction system should be introduced to allocate

15. Clearly, normal penalties for non-compliance under standard commercial contracts should remain and be enforced.
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licerses and quotas for those goods tem,porarily remaining subject to control (see Box 4). Of particular
urgency is the need to implewrint an appropriate resource taxation regime in the hydrocarbon and mining
sectors.

47. The introduction of an auction system should ensure that the state receives a share of the
remaining economic rent in the export of some of Kazakhstan's internationally tradeable commodities,
all enterprises - state and private -- have access to licenses and quotas over the phase out period, and the
potential for rent seeking in the allocation of licenses and quotas is reduced.

BIo 5: lUe National Privazaton Program

A three-pronged strategy has been developed:

(1) the rapid sale of small-scale enterprises, such as shops and restaurants, through municipal auctions or
tenders of assets against cash and unutilized housing vouchers;

(ii) tfhe mass privatization of about 5,000 medium- to large-scale enterprises (after mcorporation as wholly state-
owned enterprises) through the auctioning of the majority of shares to 50-100 private investment funds in
whicb Kazakhstan's citizens invest non-material points-denominated privatization coupons; and

#ii) the privatdzation of very large enterprises on a case-by-case basis, with appropriate prior restructauring and
changes in regulatory framework.

AU enteprises are to be privatized at the lowest organization unit practicable (e.g., a bakery Kombinat is to
be broken up into its individual bakery units, rather than sold as one concern). Mass privatization will involve at
least 51 percent of the shares of designated enterprises. No investment fund can acquire more than 10 percent of a
sngl enterprise through thc mass auctions, and no more than 10 percent of shares will be distributed to workers and
mangers. Fially, to limit dilution of state authority and prevent collusion with prospective buyers, the State
Property Committee (SPC), headed by a deputy prime minister, was appointed to oversee the whole process.

Nevertheless, agricuftue and agro-processing industries remain outside of the program. Many assets falling
wider the control of holding companies are being precluded and many corporatized SOEs are seeking and obtaining
exclusion from the program.

Enterprise and Financial Sector Reform

48. Extensive preparatioils were made in 1993 for an acceleration in the Govermment's
privatization program in early 1994. Following random and spontaneous privatization in 1992, a revised
program was approved by the President in April 1993 (see Box 5). By end October 1993, pilot auctions
of small scale enterprises had been conducted in six cities. The mass privatization scheme began witl
the establishment of Investment Funds in July and the distribution of privatization vouchers in October
1993. Case-by-case privatization of large enterprises began in July 1993, with the first successful tender
of a large tobacco enterprise.'6 Privatization has proceeded more slowly in agriculture in response to
geographic, political and legal constraints.

16. In early 1994, the Government announced a list of 38 large enterprises that it intends putting up for international
tender in 1994.
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49. Widespread privatization is a key element in the Government's reform strategy. If the
current pace of implementation is maintained, mass privatization could be implemented over the next two
to three years and the bulk of tha auction process completed. This should create a sizeable
entrepreneurial class. For this to occur, however, the Government must resist pre3sures to exclude assets
from the privatization process, the creation of further monopolistic state holding companies and
nomenclature pressure to slow the pace of the privatization. A parallel privatization program for farms
and agricultural processing enterprises urgently needs to be developed.

50. This largely passive role taken by Government toward restructuring -- privatizing
enterprises after corporatization and some segmentation - is appropriate. New owners are responsible
for restructuring. Enterprise restructuring is economically more efficient if driven by financial profit and
risk considerations of enterprise owners, managers, and creditors. The Government is right in making
privatization precede restructuring so that decisions on future structure and operation can be made by
stakeholders with assets and human capital at risk.

51. Transfer of ownership alone will not be sufficient to promote effective restructuring
however. Financial governance in both state and private enterprises needs to be strengthened in response
to tightening liquidity and increasing competition. A tightening in financial management will be essential
to ensure that enterprises operate under the parameters of the Government's monetary stabilization target.
Failure to impose discipline on the use and flow of financial resources to the sector will continue to
undermine credit policy.

52. What is fundamental is the creation of a more disciplined attitude, by both enterprises
and government, toward meeting financial obligations. To create this type of disciplined market
environment, meaningful penalties for delayed payments should be introduced, credit bureaus which share
information on credit records should be established, repeated bank clearing of inter-enterprise arrears
should stop, and insolvent companies should be forced into bankruptcy (followed by their restructuring
or liquidation). Furthermore, sellers must learn that goods should only be delivered if timely payment
is reasonably assured.

53. In the second half of 1994, the impact of tighter credit together with reduced subsidies
and increased competition is expected to cause serious difficulties for many enterprises. Liquidity
difficulties will be heightened by the elimination of the implicit capital transfer to the enterprise sector
of around 12 percent of GDP obtained through the inflation tax in 1993.17 In the absence of fundamental
changes in enterprise operation, a significant proportion of Kazakhstan's productive sphere may become
inviable. The relationship between enterprise owners, managers, employees aiJd banks therefore will need
to change. New production technologies, business methods and management styles will be required.

54. So far, the supporting environment and policies necessary to encourage restructuring have
not been put in place. For restructuring to occur and the Government's stabilization effort to succeed
in 1994, the Govermnent must now tackle the items on its reform agenda which it has found difficult to
implement to date. To both increase enterprise governance and promote restructuring, action in the
following areas will be required.

17. This transfer should disappear with the move to near positive real interest rates in 1994. See Annex 3 for the
calculation of this transfer.
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(i) Development of a Conducive Policy Environment

55. Transfer of ownership in itself will not result in restructuring if the policy environment
does not foster competition. A stable economy, open markets, free prices and a supportive legal and
business environment are all necessary to succeed.

56. With domestic and external trade liberalization some enterprises will experience a negative
shock, others will prosper. As prices adjust to their 'true' value, enterprises will need to economize on
the use of resources, including capital, and raise energy efficiencies. In seeking to minimize costs,
enterprises will look to diversify risk, raise vertical integration to reduce transport needs, adopt new
technologies and differentiate products.

57. To support the ente-eiise restructuring efforts, the array of administrative interventions
discussed above should be minimized and the institutions necessary to private ownership and operation
strengthened considerably. The judiciary and law enforcement agencies need to be strengthened
considerably to enforce contracts and ensure a 'safe' operating environment for new businesses. Property
rights need to be expanded and made easier to transfer and enforce. Access to land and buildings should
be improved and administrative control over the use of commercial and wholesale space eliminated.
Trucking and distribution should be liberalized, commodity exchanges encouraged and the role of export
guarantees reconsidered. The Government should also expedite the passing of important new laws on
foreign investment, lease and pledges, along with a practical bankruptcy law and related implementation
procedures.

(ii) Credit Allocation: Short and Long Term

58. International experience suggests that price and market reform should precede financial
market deregulation. Recapitalization of the banking system, for example, should be undertaken only
after the viability of enterprise and agricultural borrowers has been more firmly established.
Recapitalization before this point will have only a temporary effect on the health of the banking sector
because banks will continue to be adversely affected by the poor performance of these borrowers.

59. Nevertheless, as it takes time to build the necessary institutional structures and develop
a competitive banking sector, immediate steps should be taken to strengthen the sectors capacity to fulfil
its role as an allocator of credit and enforcer of financial discipline. This requires boosting the banking
sector's technical capacity, improving financial discipline, moving to market interest rates, and removing
from the banking system rGovernment policy objectives - such as agricultural or enterprise support - that
are more transparent a: ' efficiently achieved through direct budgetary support."8

60. While inflation eroded the real value of outstanding debt and limited the impact of
insolvent enterprises on the quality of bank portfolios in 1993, disinflation may lead to a deterioration
in tie quality of bank books and heighten the importance of improving the efficiency of new lending in
1994. A number of steps to improve the operation of the banking sector in 1994 are outlined in Box 6.

18. For a more extensive discussion of financial sector issues, see 'Kazakhstan: The Banking Sector at a Crossroads:
A Blueprint for Reform,' Report No. 11866-KK, World Bank, September 9, 1993.
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Box 6: Improving Bank EfficeW: Us Aglenda for 1994

To establish a core group of intenational stndard banks and enhance technical capacity:
* bank licensing requirements, exposure limits for single borrowers, shareholders and employees should

continue to be tightened over 1994.
* ntenational prudential ules should be applied to those banks wishing to become universal banks.
* bank trainhig should be accelerated to improve the sectors ability to appraise the financial viability of loans,

execute transactions and manage existing assets and liabiliies.
* computerizaon of the domest payments system should be accelerated.

To improve tnancial discipline:
* a revised bankruptcy law allowing for foreclosure and sale of assets should be urgently enacted.
* the responsibility for credit allocaton should increasingly be shifted to banks. The targets for increasiag

NBK credit auctions to SO percent of central bank credit in the second quarter, and 75 percent in the fwuth
quare, of 1994 should be adhered to.

* NBK rfling-over of the repayment of credits should cease.

* inter rates should become #ly market determined through the aucton system.
* - the practice of prvidg credits at below market interest rates should stop. Capital or interest rate subsidie

shol be cbannelled through the budget.

61. Improving financial discipline in the enterprise sector and clarifying the relationship
between banks and enterprises is expected to be problematic. The enactment of a revised bankruptcy law
will assist banks by allowing foreclosure and the sale of assets. But financial discipline is constrained
by past lending practices and by Kazakhstan's limited expertise with commercial based lending. The
responsibility for directed credit schemes - which accounts for 54 percent of all outstanding loans -
needs to be clarified as a first step toward improving financial governance. The Government should
consider assuming explicit responsibility for all existing directed credits made under its instruction.
Liability for non-directed credit should remain with the banks. If banks operate as "cash windows" for
Government, bankers will logically assume the Government guarantees these credits. Banks therefore
have no incentive to take responsibility for collection. Similarly, borrowers do not feel an obligation to
repay. This situation is compounded by the NBK's continued rolling-over of the repstyment of these
credits.

62. Subsidized credit accentuates this financial discipline problem and undermines the banking
system. The continued subsidization of credit to agriculture and state enterprises restricts the financial
sectors' ability to restructure its own operations and develop efficient lending practices.19

63. Newly privatized enterprises will tighten financial control in an effort to minimize costs
and maximize profits. However, the financial incentives facing enterprises remaining either temporarily
or over the medium-term in state hands is less clear and needs urgent clarification. To ensure that all new

19. The decision in early 1994 to: ti) extend automatic credit to the agricultural sector, at 25 percent interest, to pay wages;
and, (ii) undertake another iner-enterprise arrears (lEA) clearing operation (valued at 20 billion tenge) wil continue to
undermine the Government's desire to promote an efficient banking sector and will slow the pace of restructuring.
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flows to SOEs are used efficiently, financial discipline must be strengthened and the implicit Goverrnent
financial guarantee of their operations diluted.

64. To achieve this objective, medium and large scale state enterprises should be incorporated
as joint stock companies, with appropriate legal status, property rights and functional boards of directors.
The State Property Committee (SPC) should exercise the remaining state ownership rights. Enforceable
guidelines and legislation on such issues as dividend policy and the respective rights and obligations of
SOEs and the State need to be developed, and SPC plans to introduce a system to monitor, assess and
stimulate the financial performance of state enterprises accelerated. Restrictions on the use of cash by
SOEs should also be removed to improve financial management and reduce transactions costs.'

65. The availability of new resources to the enterprise sector to restructure will be constrained
over the short-term. Retained earnings growth will continue to be restricted by the overall economic
environment, and bank funding will be restricted by the limited domestic deposit base. The shift to
positive real interest rates will initially result in a negative flow of resources from the enterprise to the
financial sector. This may be expected to change over the longer term as monetary stabilization promotes
increased savings, and enterprise profitability is restored. The primary source of additional resources in
the short run will continue to be the Government budget. Additional resources may be sourced through
foreign borrowing.

66. The development of a capital market, which can mobilize significant domestic resources
suitable fot long-term investment will take some time. The absence of long-term financing, however,
mnay restrict restructuring and productive investments in retooiing, plant and equipment. The Government
is considering what role it should play in the interim while long-term capital markets are deve!oped.
Many countries have set up venture capital funds to provide both loans and equity injections to privatized
enterprises. Potentially developed with the assistance of the International Development Institutions, such
funds would provide post-privatization assistance to enterprises on commercial terms. State involvement
in these funds should not preclude the development of a private market for long-term capital.

67. In parallel, the Government should consider reorganizing the Economic Transformation
Fund (ETF) to function in the short run as a provider of long-term capital to SOEs remaining in the hands
of the state. The public infrastructure investment functions of the ETF should be removed and placed
under the control of the MOF or MOE. The balance of the ETF should be channelled through some type
of development fund to provide enterprises with long-term financing at commercial interest rates, with
the principal indexed to infl.T.ion. Access to these funds would depend upon restructuring plans. The
redesigned development fund should be temporary and eliminated once the banking system begins meeting
this long-term capital nee'. This may be expected to be in 4 to 5 years.

68. In addition to existing funds of around 2.5 percent of GDP currently allocated to the ETF,
additional resources from the budget of 0.25 percent of GDP in 1994 rising up to 1 percent by 1997 may
be required to set up both the proposed venture and development funds. Foreign credit lines may also
be considered as a source of funds.

20. Removing the distinction between cash and account tenges should also improve its convertibility and efficiency as a
medium of exchange.
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Nii) Isolating Loss-nakers

69. Many enterprises will require substial restructuring, downsizing or liquidation. A
Restucturng Fund should be considered to remove the debt and financing obligations of the (3040)
largest distressed enterprises from the banking system.21 This will remove a burden from the financial
sector, thus leaving the banldng system to support restructuring of the remainder of the economy. Banks
carrying unprovisioned ba loans on their books tend to continue to lend to heavily-indebted enterprises
in the hope of recovering earlier loans. The incentive to continue lending to distressed clients is present
with both private or state-owned enterprises. In order to provision for bad debts banks also raise lending
margins, thereby penalizing healthy borrowers.

70. A separate Restructuring Fund could be responsible for financing restructuring,
downsizing, privatizing or liquidating large distressed enterprises on a case-by-case basis. Enterprises
coming under control of the Fund should expect to be severely restructured or closed down. The
preparation and implementation of the restructuring plans would be done largely by the enterprises and
their owners, with teclnical advice from a specialized advisory body. This Restructuring Advisory
Agency could provide technical support to the enterprise in question, and provide assistance to other
potentally viable, distressed small and medium sized enterprises. It could eventually become the locus
for foreign and local advisory teams.

71. Funding for the Restructuring Fund and the Advisory Agency would be in the order of
3.2 percent of GDP in 1994. This would require a realocation of existing producer subsidies of around
2.7 percent of GDP in 1994 and additional resources of around 0.5 percent of GDP. In a similar fashion
to the proposed Development Fund, the Retuurng Fund should be temporary while these enterpises
are being reorganized or closed down. This temporary support of distressed enterprises should be
funneled through the budget, although foreign donors could play a significant role. Funds should be
provided on a grant basis and made contingent on an agreed restructuring plan.=

(iv) Removal of Non-Core FWmctons and Oter Liabities

72. Enterprise viability is constrained by the financial burden imposed by non-commercl
activities, Government employment objectives, non-profitable production under state instruction, and large
pollution liabilities.

73. Non-ore functions should be removed from enterprises and provided by the state through
other means or else explicidy fiuded through state transfers and subsidies. The current system of having
enterprises provide social service functions (such as education, day-care, medical and recreation), without
compensation places an implicit tax on enterprises. These functions could be entirely removed.
Alternatively the state could enter into performance contracts with enterprises to continue provision of
these services. Whichever route is taken, state compensation for these services and enterprise service
requirements have to be clearly defined. Moreover, as these services were part of the labor compensation
package, offsetting adjustments in the cash wage may need to be made.

21. Tbis would involve removing both the asset (loans to these enterprises) and liabilities (NBK chims against the
banks) reited to these enterprises from bank balance sheets.

22. Suppor to activities expected o remainin the publicsctor could be on an equty basis.
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74. Similarly, financial viability will be enhanced if enterprises are no longer implicitly bound
by labor retention or output objectives. Enterprises should seek to produce as best they can with the
minimum of waste. To do that, enterprises need to focus on maximizing financial returns and not on
employment objectives. Excess labor simply adds to their overall costs and reduces competitiveness
relative to more efficient local and foreign competitors. The development of an adequate social safety
net should help cushion the necessary labor 'shake-out' in the enterprise sector. Moreover, removing
these obligations is necessary to make enterprises more attractive to potential buyers and promote faster
adjustment.

75. The Government has an important role in implementing transparent policies on pollution
and environmental control, particularly with respect to liability for past and future pollution. In many
cases, potential environmental liabilities, suh as the substantial expense involved in reducing emissions,
cleaning up wastes, paying compensation for damage to human health and repairing the impact of past
or current pollution, represent a significant contingent cost that may adversely affect an enterprise's
valuadon and financial viability.

76. The approach taken by the Czech Republic to these environmental liabilities may be
suitable for Kazakhstan. The Czech Government assumed responsibility for most past pollution. As a
result, privatization sale prices were not discounted for uncertainty over previous environmental liabilities.
The new owners were responsible for all future pollution, including the cost of upgrading pollution
control methods to the standards determined by the state. In special cases, the state also negotiated the
transfer of past pollution liability to enterprises as part of the privatization process. If Kazakhstan adopts
his approach, an Environmental Fund under direct control of the budget could be considered to clean-up
past pollution. Since privatization sale prices would then include an implicit premium for transferring
environmental liabilities to the state, a percentage of these receipts may be earmarked for this fund.

SocdalPolicy

77. In Kazakhstan average per capita incomes declined by 37 percent from 1990 to 1993.
Social pressures will only intensify as enterprise restructuring accelerates. Therefore, reforms can only
be sustained if the most vulnerable population is protected from the effects of adjustment. The
unemployed, children, and the aged must be shielded from poverty and malnutrition. Although the soviet
system left a legacy of good social indicators, primary health and basic education services must be
protected from budgetary cuts or they will deteriorate and may result in irreparable loss of human capital.

78. Intemational experience shows that economic growth is the best way to generate
employment opportunities, and that governments need to invest in basic social services so that people can
make use of the new opportunities. Social safety nets are designed to protect those who are not able to
benefit from growth, or who fall into poverty during periods of adjustment. Since the social safety net
needs to be compatible with stabilization and structural reforms, benefit levels to protect the vulnerable
must stay within fiscal constraints and provide an incentive for individuals to move beyond welfare
deendncy.

79. Enterprise Divesture of Social Assets. In Kazakhstan, the Government's immediate task
in social policy is to facilitate te transfer of social services out of the enterprise sector (see Box 7).
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ISo 7. Sodad Assets of IAe Enterprise hi Kazakstu

Govenment offtcials, entpre managers and local authorities are concerned about sustang the social
acivities concntatd in enwprises. With the ongoing privaization and restructuring of companies and the phasing-
wt of direcd leig, most enteprise are no longer able to deliver social services and are seeking ways to transfer
tese obligations to the State.

According to present regulations, the social assets of enterprses cannot be included in te capital of
corporatized enterprises, but instead have to be left in the possion, management snd disposal of the enterprise.
Entpises bave the tight to transfer te ownership of these assets to local govemments, and many companies use tis
tight, .owever, ownership transfers do not release enteprises ftm financial responsibility to support the fActiming
of the soc units.

To mprve this siatiou dhe Governmemt is makg additional effons to provide additonal fianc supp.t
tO local _na s to cover the i men costs of these acquired social servces. However, due to the limit.sd
"ity of the central and regional budget to cover such costs, financially-strapped municipal authorities are not able to
maintai the previous level of social services delivery, nor can they afford any of the badly needed invesmne in the
vebabilitation of soci assets.

Althouh this situation is typicaL there are some substnti regional differences. In the advanced economic
ms (Northern and East-Kazahsa oblasl8), regional budgets are usually baced or even m surplus. The most

d tiffiul swiuaon exists in the West-zakhsaan obast and the Centmral areas. where oblast budgets are heavily
subsidized by the centr.

The situation also varies wihin oblasts. The so-called mono-company townships (township - forming plats)
are complety dependent on the performance of the respective enterprises even in the most affluent regions. For
instnce Eu-Ka nsky copper-chemical kombinat performs all of the public fthictions in the township Ust-
Talovka; while Achisaiski poly-metal kombinat in Shinkent oblst provides all of the public services in the town of
Achisal.

At the oblast level thee are three ypes of local situations: ff) A' Group cites like Almaty, Shimkent,
Kostanai and Pavlodar whih have entris delivering between 10-25 per of the totl socil evices; Cu) 'B-
Grup cites like Djambyl, Ust samenogorsk ad Karaganda and their vints where 25-70 pecent of the sociaS
asset are owned by a small grop of enterprises; and (iii) 'C Growp tocaliies which comprise mono-company tows
and township where finanally-stappd oal auoities tend to have very limited admisaive capacity and are
unlkly to be in a posidon to take over the whole range of services of uadiony provided by enterprises.

Enterprises frequently provide basic health and education services, housing and indirect income support.2
These services are mostly unprofitable and thus have a negative impact on the financial viability of
enterprises. As adjustment pressures intensify in 1994, enterprises will seek to divest these commitments
to improve competitiveness. Separating service provision from the place of employment will also
facilitate labor mobility as major social services, such as housing, are often tied to length of employment.

80. Municipal budgets are likely to come under significant financial pressure and will need
support from the central budget. For example, in Djambul and Ust-Kamengorsk, the transfer of
enterprise social services to local authorities would more than double expenditure demands on the local

23. Services provided by enterprises include housing, pmary health care, kindergartens, sanatorium visits, subsidized
canteens and subsidized food stores. Assets provided to employees through their enterprises include dachas, vacation homes,
and land for private housing.
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budget. Since financing demands are likely to vary across the country, a transparent system of
intergovernmental transfers should be developed.2' During a transitional period, grants could be made
to local authorities based on a formula that takes account of the increase in responsibilities taken on in
defined areas. These grants should be gradually replaced by an increased local tax effort and, where
appropriate, recovery of costs from beneficiaries.

81. Little is known about the operating and maintenance costs of the social services currently
provided by enterprises in Kazakhstan. Enterprises provide from between 10 and 25 percent of available
services in cities such as Almaty, Shimkent and Pavlodar, to nearly 100 percent in single enterprise
towns. Cost estimates for similar arrangements in Eastern Europe per year were on the order of 2
percent of GDP per year. Assuming some efficiency gains in the rationalization of service provision,
divesting social services from medium scale enterprises might require an increase in Government
expenditures of 1.0 - 1.5 percent of GDP.

82. Before discussing specific divestiture arrangements, the Governent needs to decide
which services will continue to be financed by the state and which will be left to the private sector.
Assets such as sanatoria and cultural facilities may be privatized. Similarly, housing could be transferred
or sold to incumbent tenants.2? In contrast, basic social services that generate large positive externalities
should be financed by the state. The public benefit of childcare, basic education and primary health, for
example, is probably higher than the private benefit. The market would therefore tend to provide less
of these services than is optimal from the viewpoint of society as a whole. After separating these basic
services from an enterprise, the state could continue to finance them probably through local authorities.

83. Of those services that the state will continue to finance, which will be the best agent to
provide them? While the responsibility for basic social services may be transferred from existing
enterprises to the state, an alternative is to shift only the financial obligation to the state but conract its
provision to private operators. Ownership, financing and provision of social services can be regarded
as separate. For instance, a municipality may finance kindergarten or day care services. However, it
can pay a separate agent to provide this service at a competitive price. Moreover, parents can be asked
to cover a portion of the costs through fees.

84. Maintaining an Adequlate Social Safety Net. A social safety net that ij fiscally and
socially sustainable needs to be put in place to capture groups falling into poverty during the transition.
As subsidies are eliminated, acceptable benefit levels need to be determined and then preserved against
declines in real terms. This requires an examination of the level and coverage of existing benefits.

85. Benefits should be standardized. Rates of assistance should be set so that people in
similar circumstances receive similar levels of social assistance, regardless of how they cane to be poor.
Benefit levels should be linked to a concept of minimum subsistence. As minimum real benefits already

24. Towns with a heavy concentadon in one sector or enterprise, such as those in the northem steppes, are particularly
vulnerable to the economic fortunes of their enterprise. Many of these enterprises are expected to contract in the medium term.

25. Continuing uncertainty about tenure, axation and maintnance liabltes, however, may cause some problems in the
divesture of housing.
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have been dramatically compressed, they should be indexed to their 1993 levels and protected against
future inflation.21

86. In 1994 as targeting mechanisms are developed, some universal in-kind payments and self
targeting subsidies may be optimal. To offset the impact of subsidy removal on the most vulnerable,
targeted cash compensation, such as that delivered through child allowances, should be increased in real
terms. Limited subsidies on goods that represent a disproportionate share of poor household expenditures
(such as lower quality bread) also should be maintained. The in-kind coal subsidy, for example, could
be continued as an interim measure as the program is already self targeted and the rates and quantities
vary by category (for single mothers and the disabled).

87. Pensions. The extra-budgetary pension fund is expected to be in deficit in 1994. The
reduction in payroll tax contributions to the Pension Fund (PF) in early 19941 and aging population a re
expected to sustain the deficit in the immediate future.8 Under current eligibility criteria, demographics
and real benefit levels, the pension fund is expected to run a deficit of around 2.2 percent of GDP in
1994, and 2.4 percent of GDP in 1995 and 1996.

88. Several policy options should be considered in 1994 to reduce fiscal costs while
preserving fairness in the pension system. First, as temporary cost saving measures, pension entitlements
should be collapsed to a single rate through flat rate indexation. Under this scheme, the minimum
pension would be fully indexed to quarterly movements in consumer prices. All pensions above the
minimum would receive the same nominal amount. Since the pension structure has already been
significantly compressed, the incremental impact on individuals of flat rate indexing would not be large,
although the fiscal savings would be significant.'

89. Eligibility criteria should be tightened by decreasing the number of special pensions; and
implementing a maximum earned income-threshold for those continuing to work. Since the pensionable
age in Kazakhstan is relatively young by international standards, the Goverment could consider gradually
increasing the eligibility age. Likewise, there is an overabundance of special categories of people entitled

26. This was around 300 percent of the poverty line in 1993. Since traditonally a large part of labor's remuneration has
been in the form of bonuses and non-cash benefits, these average benefit levels are estimated at around only 25 percent of total
wages plus other benefits per worker in 1993.

27. Until the end of 1993, social insurance payments to the Pension Fund (PF) and Social Insurance Fund (SIP) were
funded by a 37 percent payroll tax on all enterprises (including collective firms) and private sector employers. In addition,
employees contributed a marginal 1 percent wage tax. Of these revenues, 80.3 percent were allocated to the PF and the
remaining 19.5 percent to the SIF. At the beginning of 1994, the payroll tax was reduced to 30 percent and the 1 percent
employee contution was eliminated. In late 1993, revenues were reallocated in response to the withdrawal of SIP fundmg
of sanatoria and rest homes. The PF currently receives 90 percent of all revenues; the SIP, 10 percent.

28. While the total population is projected to grow at 0.86 percent per annum over 1994-1997, the population eligible for
pensions is projected to grow at 1.71 percent per annum.

29. The average monthly pension in Febmary, 1994, was 162 tenge. Fifty percent of pensions were between 140 and 180
tenge, with 15 percent above and 35 percent below that range.
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to early pensions. In 1993, approximately 31 percent of all people receiving pensions were below the
statutory pensionable age,30 and 37 percent of pensioners were involved in full-time work.

90. Full public pensions should not be paid to pensioners who continue to work, nor should
disability pensions be paid to those whose ability to work is not impaired.3' Since it is difficult to
introduce complicated schemes in which benefits taper off to avoid work disincentives, the Government
should consider instituting a threshold of allowable earnings above which all pension payments are
withdrawn. Alternatively, people earning more than the threshold amount could be entitled to, for
example, half their pension.

91. Clearly, the continued operation of a large deficit in the pension fund is not feasible in
the light of the fiscal constraints. While more complete costing of the policy options considered here
need to be undertaken, these proposals would reduce expenditures in the short and long terms.
Alternatively, revenues could be raised by re-introducing an individua; employee contribution. In
particular, a co-contribution of for example 2 to 3 percent of the cash wage could be justified as
strengthening the sense of individual entitlement. High priority should be given to measures to improve
taxpayer compliance, which appears to be running at little more than 50 percent.

92. Over the longer term, consideration should be given to redeveloping a link with past
earnings. This may involve either a state-operated social insurance schemne, in which benefit payouts
reflect contributions, or a dual system in which the state pays a minimum basic social security pension
out of general budget revenues or payroll taxes and individuals can supplement this pension through
savings in a private scheme. The long-term pension structure needs further consideration.

93. Unemnloyment benefits. Unemployment is a necessary condition for economic
transformation. As enterprises start to restructure, open unemployment will increase, possibly to around
10 percent of the workforce by end-1995.32 Such a rise is consistent with the eastern European
experience, where unemployment typically increased by around half the cumulative decline in GDP. The
duration of unemployment is also expected to increase significantly as the economy restructures. For the
initial years, structural unemployment will most probably outweigh the new jobs created by the emerging
private sector (in services and exports).

94. Putting in place a long-term unemnployment benefit system in Kazakhstan is, therefore,
also a priority for 1994. A benefit above the minimum subsistence level needs to be introduced to protect
the growing group of the population whose unemployment extends out beyond six-months.

30. Under the former regine, in which wage payments were constrained, early retirement was largely designed to increase
effective labor compensation in unpleasant or especially dificult occupations. The rationale for early pensions will disappear
with the shift to an effectively funcdoning labor mnarket

31. An esumated one-third of Clas m disabled were working at the end of 1993.

32. Overstaffing was estimated at upwards of 20 percent of pre-l992 employnent. The projected unemployment path
assumes that enterprises will unwind this excess and remain constrained on the output demand side over the next 3 to 4 years.
Output per worker, therefore, is expected to grow after 1994. It is assumed that hidden unemployment will move into the open.
This profile is consistent with tbe economic scenario discussed in the following section. Sectoral demand will change, with
services and small private sector labor demand growing, while large industrial SOE labor demand may be expected to contract.
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95. What should be the Government's role beyond ensuring that there are enough funds for
unemployment benefits? Temporary employment schemes (TES) have proved elsewhere to be a useful
transitory labor market program which absorbs excess labor and should be considered in Kazakhstan.
However, finding sufficient organization and management capacity to implement these programs may
prove to be a constraint in Kazakhstan. For 1994, the authorities should make sure that unemployment
benefits can be paid. An adequate administrative capacity needs to be developed to cope with benefit and
service delivery.

96. The introduction of a benefit program to accommodate the expected increase in
unemployment and a TES could cost over 2 percent of GDP by 1997. An expected decline in the
revenue base as uaiemployment rises and payroUl tax contributions fall further complicates the picture.33

Fiscal expenditures will need to be reallocated to fund the deficit in the EF, and/or revenue collections
improved.

97. In 1993, the effective EF tax base was contrained by (i) limited coverage of enterprises
liable to pay EF contributions and, within that group, (ii) lcow compliance rates. To increase funding in
1994, the coverage of the Fund could be increased to include agricultural enterprises and the Government
could pay payroll taxes to cover civil servants directly employed through the budget.

98. Basic Social Services. Despite the squeeze on Government expenditures, funds are
needed to maintain basic health services. The health care sector has been affected by fiscal stringency.
Public finances available for health care are estimated to have fallen by almost 40 percent in real terms
since 1990. Escalating energy costs continue to make a large dent in the health budget: over 80 percent
of the budget is now being spent on staff salaries and utilities.34 There is an acute lackl of resources for
consumables, equipment and maintenance. As a result, many hospitals are in a state of dilapidation, and
are suffering from acute supply shortages that have seriously compromised the ability of health institutions
to practice even basic infection control.

99. While increased efficiencies are expected from a number of existing health service
facilities, there appears to be a shortage of primary medicine in Kazakhstan and many hospital wards are
being closed due to a lack of heating. Differences in regional delivery of primary care may also be
emerging as a problem.

100. To offset the impact of rising energy costs on the supply of critical consumables
(pharmaceutical and hospital supplies) the Government must find sufficient financial resources to cover
both these and recu.rent expenses. This will require either a realFcation of exisdng health expenditures,
or a realocation from non-health expenditures. Alternatively, if consumables can be financed by foreign
donors, the existing health budget wiUl be sufficient to cover other recurrent expenditures. The task is,
therefore, to protect agreed health expenditures from further cuts, as the budgetary situation tightens
through the year. The donor community should continue to contribute through the provision of imported
health materials.

33. The Employment Fund is currenty fnanced through a 2 percent payroll tax levied on enterprises. Both state and
private employers are required to contute to tie fund, although agricultual enterprises and institutions financed directly from
Ihe state budget are exempt.

34. For example, in Ust Kamenogosk, the wage share bad fallen from 55 percent in 1990 to 39 percent, rendering medical
salaries the lowest of any profession in the region. In early 1994, surgeons in the oblast referral hospital earned only US$10
and nurses US$5 per month.
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Box 8: l nrsrutr Investet

Govenment investment in infrstructure has been severely constrained over the last few years. Real capital
expenditues n the consolidated government budget fell by 26 percent In 1993. Deterioating economic infrastructue
will fustrate the economic output targets unlws inveume expenditures n key sectors can be restored. Increasmg
investmet in econormc infrastructure therefore wfll be complementuy to, mather tn in competition with,
investments in directy producdve activities. Increased bIfrstuctue investment in telecommunications, oil pipelines
and the electricity grid for example, will unmnt economic development.

Despite the shaip decline m infrs ue mvestment, the exiing capital budget should be sufficient to meet priority
i_srte mvesmennt if all expenditures are tested against alternative demands in al sectors. In paricular, there
is currenty a high degree of eannarkng wiin the exiing capital budget. The earmarked revenue of the Road
Fumd cumntly finance about half of total capital expendu. This eamarkig should stop and investmt finds
shoua be cowmpetively allocated from the same pool.

D. The Goverment Budget

101. The Government faces a difficult challenge in folding the increased expenditure demands
identified in this report into the overall budgetary envelope.35 Funds will be required to provide transfers
to both distressed and viable enterprises to help with initial restructuring, downsizing and liquidation.
Additional resources will be required for increased institutional and technical support. To facilitate the
necessary labor shake-out adequate unemployment compensation must be provided and other funds will
be needed to finance the transfer of social assets away from enterprises. Resources also must be found
to commence rebuilding the social and economic infrastructure required to support economic growth.
Furthermore, an aging population and reduced payroll tax receipts are expected to sharply increase
Pension Fund expenditures.

102. New expenditure requirements - unemployment benefits, removal of social services from
enterprises and short-term enterprise support operations - may average around 4.0 percent of GDP
annally over the period to 1997. Furthermore, in the absence of Pension Fund reform (including
improved compliance with the wage tax), the annual deficit in the fund is likely to be close to 3 percent
of GDP.

103. In addition, basic infrastructure will be needed to support private sector development.
Minimm infrastructure demands suggest that the current budget allocation of around 8.0 percent of GDP
per annum for c*pital expenditures may need to be at least sustained (see Box 8).36 Furthermore, support

35. Analysis of Kazakhstan's fiscal positton requires an exanination of the consolidated budget, which covers both the
general budget and extra-budgetary funds. The extra-budgetary funds add significaty to the taxation and expenditure level and
involve a number of the key policy issues confronting the Government. Extra-budgetary funds collected 15.7 percent of GDP
in tax revenues in 1993, compared with 19.1 percent raised through the general budget. The payroll tax used to finance the
pension and social insurance fuids was the most important tax in terts of collection in 1993, raising 10.4 percent of GDP. On
the expenditure side, extra-budgetary funds accounted for 36.5 percent of consolidated current expenditures in 1993 (see Aonex
I and 5).

36. (rven the existing backlog in investment and maintenance, the public investmnent program will play a critical role
in the second half of the 1990s.
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to distressed enterprises that are preparing or implementing restructuring programs could amount to close
to 4 percent of GDP per year over the period. The latter will require reprogramming of existing
producer subsidies and some additional funds. While no additional allowance has been made for primary
health and education spending, given the compression in real expenditures experienced over the last the
3 years, the 2 and 4 percent of GDP allocated to the health and education budgets respectively represents
a minimum (see Table 3).

' 1. Reconciling these demands into the overall budget picture will require increased tax
i.n,tilization and, where possible, further expenditure cuts in non-priority areas, beyond those identified

in the present set of simulations. New needs will have to be met by the reallocation of existing
expenditures to higher priority areas.

105. A substantial tax mobilization effort will be required over 1994-97. This need for a major
effort to raise resources from new measures is the consequence of declines in revenues from existing
sources. The reduction in the wage tax at the start of 1994 reduced revenues by 1.6 percent of GDP.
But an even more important factor is the need to offset the decline in receipts from the "inflation tax"
which the budget receives in the form of central bank profits. As monetary expansion and inflation are
brought under control, receipts from this source are likely to fall by 4.5 percent of GDP.

106. The simulations presented in this report are based on an increase in revenues from new
measures amounting to about 7.5 percent of GDP over 1994-1997 period. A tax effort of that magnitude
(increasing taxation revenues by an average of nearly 2 percent of GDP a year over four successive years)
may be neither feasible nor possibly even desirable. Yet the simulations serve to illustrate one point
which is clear: substantial tax efforts are in order. Such efforts will require urgent effort in revising the
tax structure and improving tax administration. Although firm proposals should await a full review of
tax regimne, immediate steps can already be taken to reduce tax exemptions, exend the coverage of the
social protection funds and consider increasing the VAT rate.3' Urgent attention should be given to
reducing tax evasion and increasing the collection rates of existing taxes.

107. Short of such revenue performances, the authorities will need to enforce more drastic cuts
in expenditure than those contemplated here, if the consolidated deficit is to decline from about 7.7
percent of GDP in 1994 to 2.4 percent of GDP in 1997, as required for macroeconomic stabilization.
The more rapid the progress in cutting expenditure programs and employment positions made redundant
by economic change, the smaller the tax effort will need to be to achieve macroeconomic targets.

E. Polcy T 1de-Os

108. The impact of the reform's uneven progress on the pace of enterprise restructuring has
affected the Govermnent's ability to achieve its macroeconomic stabilization objectives. Tensions are
emerging between macroeconomic policy and the financial needs of the reform. Structural reform in the
enterprise and financial sector is lagging behind that required by the Government's monetary policy
objectives. Moreover, as just discussed, the financial resources needed to implement and accelerate
enterprise restructuring are pushing the limits of the fiscal envelope.

37. The VAT could be raised while direct tax rates are reduced. Increasing taxation on consumption of goods and services
through a rise in VAT would have the advantage of captuing the growing informal sector that is currendy outside the formal
tax net.
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Table 3: Consolldated Budget Proectkm

(as share of GDP)
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Expenditures 38.38 42.96 41.20 42.24 42.48

1. Total Social Protection 11.32 11.73 11.83 12.86 13.36

Pension Fund transfers to households 5.73 6.64 7.30 7.32 7.18
Social Insurance transfers to households 0.94 0.77 0.72 0.72 0.69
Consumer subsidies & othertransfers 4.64 3.84 2.00 2.00 2.00
Employment Fund benefits 0.01 0.47 1.28 1.76 1.88
Temporary Employrnent Schemes - 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.10
Transfer of enterprise social finctions - - 0.50 1.00 1.50

2. Resources available for capial expenditures 6.08 7.79 7.79 8.04 8.54

Base expenditures in regular budgte 2.21 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95
Additional investment in restructuring - 0.25 0.25 0.50 1.00
Extra-budgetary Road Fund 3.87 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59

3. Resources available for subsidies to entetprises 2.48 6.80 5.48 4.24 3.99

Subsidies in general governmnent budget 1.11 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69
Subsidies in extra-budgetary accounts 1.37 1.34 1.30 1.30 1.30
Additional subsidies for restructuring - 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.00
1994 Arrears clearance cost - 2.28 0.99 - -

4. Other expenditures 18.78 16.65 16.10 15.98 16.59

Consumption expenditures 18.67 15.96 15.44 15.32 15.25
IMerest payments 0.11 0.69 0 66 1.78 1.34

Revenues 37.05 35.24 36.08 38.36 40.13

1. Tax revenues 27.05 25.62 30.59 33.07 35.65

From existing system 27.05 24.98 28.49 28.31 28.30
From wage tax administration - 0.64 1.11 1.99 2.44
From other additional tax efforts - - 1.00 2.76 4.92

2. Non-tax revenues 10.00 9.62 5.49 5.29 4.48

Non-tax curremn revenues 7.26 7.84 3.96 3.28 2.54
(of which NBK profits) (n.a.) (4.92) (1.60) (1.05) (0.38)

Capital revenues 2.74 1.78 1.53 2.01 1.94

udget deficit .1.33 -7.73 -5.13 -3.89 -2.35

(i) Credit Policy

109. In the last quarter of 1993 and first quarter of 1994, as arrears mounted and economic
activity continued to shrink, the Government's contractionary credit policy became unsustainable. Credit
policy failed because the institutional and policy enviromnent was not consistent with the pace of
monetary stabilization. In particular, the intended pace of disinflation was inconsistent wit.. the speed
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at which enterprises could adjust. Furthermore, (i) the Government was reluctant to let enterprises close
when a safety net was not in place to capture displaced workers; (ii) policies to facilitate enterprise
restructuring had not yet been formulated; and (iii) continuing output price interventions undermined the
viability of the agricultural sector.

110. Complementary structural policies need to be in place to support the achievement of the
Government's inflation objective. Price liberalization, strengthening of the social safety net and enterprise
restructuring, all need to be accelerated to buttress credit policy. But it is equally true that credit policy
must be consistent with structural constraints and the speed with which they can be removed in
Kazakhstar This suggests that both the allocation of credit within the overall credit envelope and the
proposed rate of disinflation should be examined in the light of structural reforms.

111. Credit Allocation. The Government needs to ensure that a minimum level of credit is
available to enterprises. Credit must be tight enough to exert pressure on inefficient and loss-making
enterprises to restructure. However, credit should not be so tight that it leaves viable enterprises without
the means either to survive the planning phase and the implementation of restructuring.

112. Fortunately Kazakhstan's favorable external position may provide some flexibility in the
allocation of credit. A continuation of the build-up in international reserves may be expected in response
to a solid balance of payments outlook (underpinned by Kazakhstan's hydrocarbon and mineral base),
strong capital inflows (associated with large foreign direct investment), and additions to reserve from
domestically produced gold. While the Authorities need to balance the potential impact of a slower build-
up of reserves on Kazakhstan's creditworthiness, part of the projected increase in international reserves
could be sacrificed in favor of a greater expansion of credit to the enterprise sector.

113. Given its potentially strong external position, Kazakhstan could consider running a
somewhat larger trade deficit than at present, accompanied by increased external borrowing and a slower
build-up in international reserves than projected in this Report. Credit could be reallocated within the
overall credit envelope between a build-up in international reserves, the Government and non-government
(enterprise and household) sectors. Any decrease in reserve accumulation, however, would need to be
accompanied by an increase in net imports in order to provide additional real resource flows to keep
inflationary pressures in check.

114. The rate of disinflation. There is no doubt that inflation should be lowered as fast as
possible and that control over monetary expansion is the only way to achieve it. The economy's present
structure, however, suggests that the Government needs to exert sufficient disinflationary pressure on the
economy without prompting an excessive credit squeeze and output collapse. If credit policy is too tight,
the impact on output and employment may be so severe that it may lead to demands for its reversal.
Moreover, unrealistic inflation targets may be counter-productive as the credibility of the NBK is
undermined by credit policy reversals.

115. The challenge facine the Authorities is to design a disinflationary credit program which
not only provides sufficient incentives to adjust, but also is consistent with a feasible pace of change in
the underlying structure of the economy and allows sufficient financial resources to be channelled to the
enterprise sector. Taking account of both the remaining structural constraints and their likely pace of
removal in Kazakhstan, and some potential freedom afforded by a slower build-up in international
reserves, the authorities would be doing well to lower inflation to toward 5 percent per month by
Decenber 1994, and onwards to not more than 1 percent per month by December 1997. Achievement
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of these targets will not be easy and will require increased Government commitment to its monetary
policy objectives and an acceleration in supporting structural reform policies.

(ii) the Budget Constraint

116. Many of the emerging economic tensions discussed in this report come into play in the
design and management of the consolidated Government budget. Resources are needed for regular
expenditures, to avoid deterioration of basic social services, to maintain an adequate social safety net and
to support restructuring. Failure to protect basic human needs will promote social unrest and jeopardize
the gains made to date. The absence of policies to support enterprise restructuring will perpetuate the
existing gridlock and undermine macroeconomic stabilization.

117. It will be difficult to find the resources to meet these increased expenditure demands,
while sustaining other government expenditures and limiting the impact of an already heavy tax burden
on enterprises and households. The analysis presented in Section D suggests that while improvements
in taxation and expenditure efficiencies may yield some resources, the closing of the projected fiscal gap
will need to be achieved through more efficient taxation and both reallocations and cuts in expenditures.
This represents a significant challenge.

F. Medium-Term Outlook

118. Already, Kazakhstan has come a long way. However, much still needs to be done to
replace the old economic order with an efficient and competitive market economy. The developments
in 1993 highlight the costs of policy hesitation. The introduction of the new currency provided the
opportunity to push through the gridlock and accelerate reform. Continued political commitment to the
agenda outlined in this report is a pre-ondition for the medium-term outlook presented below. Balancing
the structural policy agenda outlined in this report with the budget envelope and inflation targets offers
the best hope for a rapid transition.

119. The outlook presented below assumes that the Government will be able to balance these
fiscal expenditure demands and phase in the majority of the policy measures discussed in this report over
the next 12 months. If reforms are inplemented and there are no exogenous shocks (in the terms of trade
for example) the economy could stop falling in 1996. While it is impossible to predict with any
reasonable certainty by how much output will drop in any given year, further contractions are expected
before output levels off in 1996 and recovery begins in 1997 (see Table 4).

120. Tight credit and increased financial control over SOEs should hasten adjustment in the
enterprise sector in the second half of 1994. As restructuring accelerates, further declines in industrial
activity, particularly in the manufacturing sector, will be unavoidable. Toward 1996, large investment
and expanding output from the energy sector, along with growth in small-scale private manufacturing
shonld begin to offset the ongoing declines in large SOEs.

121. In Kazakhstan, the agricultural sector may not provide the impetus to growth observed
in countries such as China where agriculture growth immediately responded to land reform and price
liberalization. Agriculture, which is characterized by large-scale farming, is expected to experience
similar adjustment difficulties as the enterprise sector. The structure of ownership and technological
constraints will slow adjustment to prices and the removal of subsidies. Moreover, a large part of
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agriculture in Kazakhstan consists
of livestock and grain production. Table 4: Economk Scerio

Given the large subsidies and the Peroenage Change 1994 1995 1996 1997
relatively high meat consumption Agricultute 4.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
levels of the FSU, the livestock Industy -12.0 -6.0 -1.0 5.0
sector is expected to contract. Services -6.0 0.0 3.0 6.0
Also, while there is room to Total GDP -7.5 -2.2 0.3 3.9

improve grain productivity, some Percent of GDP
land will need to be shifted away Trade Balance 6.6 -4.6 -2.7 -1.1

Current Accounit Balance -8.7 -6.4 -4.9 -3.7from grain. Some further Consolidated Budget Deficit -7.7 -5. 1 -3.9 -2.4
reduction in output is expected in
1994, caused in large measure by Annual Average Percentge
shortages of inputs and the loss of Change Conumer Price 1898 206 75 37Real Wage-s (cash
livestock during the unusually and non-cab) -11.6 -2.3 -2.6 -2.1
hard winter of 1993-94. No
recovery in the sector is (% of Unemployment
antdcipated before 1997. (% of labor force-end-Dec.) 6.0 10.0 12.0 12.0

Source: World Bak Staff Prjections.
122. Petroleum and
mineral production, the
rebuilding of interrepublican trade, a further expansion of non-FSU trade and growth in the services
sector are expected to lead Kazakhstan's econotnic recovery. Services have often led the expansion of
the private sector in other economies because they typically require limited initial start-up capital. The
scarcity of consumer services under the former command economy is expected to accentuate this trend
in Kazakhstan, as growth of services absorbs labor and promotes a rebound in economic activity.

123. As noted earlier, Kazakhstan's external outlook is promising. A strong export potential,
combined with currently low debt indicators, suggest that Kazakhstan has the potential to quicldy improve
its creditwortiiness. For this to transpire, however, Kazakhstan must achieve its export potential. As
a landlocked country, Kazakhstan must develop secure trade and transit agreements with its neighbors.
An oil export pipeline is critical, as is the elimination of the price disadvantage that Kazakhstan currently
experiences in its trade with Russia.

124. If these conditions are satisfied, the country could expect to borrow an average of US$840
million anmually (on a net disbursements basis) in 1994-97 and, in addition, to have an average inflow
from direct foreign investment of US$600 million. Borrowing would be above average in the first part
of the period; as principal repayment obligation increased, the decline in net loan disbursements should
be replaced by the growth of direct foreign investments. The long-term capital inflow should be sufficient
to finance a current account deficit averaging 5.0 percent of GDP annually during 1995-97 (as well as
to maintain a relatively comfortable international reserve position). This is, however, a comparatively
high level of external capital inflow. Mainaning creditworthiness for this level of borrowing will depend
upon the effective use of these resources to promote output objective and also upon the economic reforms
that will promote the more efficient use of both domestic and foreign resources. Short-term financing
requireir .nts for 1994 were met at a Consultative Group meeting in early January 1994, where
commitments of US$1.02 billion (including US$405 million from the World Bank) were pledged.

125. Finally, the labor shake-out is expected to accelerate over the 1994-1997 period. The
strong inPial reluctance to release workers is expected to diminish as restructuring highlights the wage
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costs of excess labor in enterprise production, an adequate unemployment benefit and support mechanism
is put in place, and new job opportunities in services and light manufacturing emerge. Open
unemployment may rise to 10 percent of the workforce by the end of 1995 and to 12 percent by the end
of 1997.

G. Risks

126. The risks and uncertainties for the overall success of the reform programn remain the same
as those identified at the beginning of the transition. These comprise: (a) adverse changes in the external
environment; (b) policy slippage in the reform program; (c) limited implementation capacity; and (d)
restricted access to external financing in the short-term. The experience of 1993 highlights the costs
essociated with many of these risks.

127. External Environment. Uncertainties about Kazakhstan's relationship with the Russian
Federation in 1993 delayed the reform program. While these policy issues now appear to be resolved,
continuing difficulties with Russia over the transport and price of crude oil in particular pose a significant
risk to Kazakhstan. The strong external outlook discussed above hinges on Kazakhstan's ability to
achieve world prices for its oil exports and to secure reliable transport routes. Failure to do so will
severely depress export revenues and lower general economic activity. Consideration of alternative oil
transport routes and the east-west pipeline discussed in Box 1, therefore, should be accelerated to offset
this risk.

128. Kazakhstan is also exposed to the possibility of prolonged supply dislocations in the FSU,
failure to develop a workable settlement system for trade within the CIS, and sharper declines in
economic activity in Kazakhstan's FSU trade partners than currently envisaged. While significant
declines are already expected, continued macroeconomic instability in Kazakhstan's key trade partners
may result in less export demand. For example, the Russian economy is projected to contract by some
5 percent in 1994 and demand for exports from the rest of the FSU to fall by 20 percent. The current
over-supply of crude oil in Russia, in particular, may significantly reduce Kazakhstan's projected exports
in 1994.

129. Policv slinpaue: Slippage on both the design and implementation of the monetary
program and supporting structural adjustment measures in 1993 prolonged uncertainty, sustained high
inflation and undermined policy credibility. The resulting negative impact on the speed of adjustment
has been discussed extensively throughout this report. Failure to speed these reforms in 1994 will sustain
these costs, pose significant risks to the overall success of the transition and significantly worsen the
economic outlook presented above.

130. The Government needs to commit to credible policies so that policy reversals do not build
momentum for delays elsewhere in the program. Further slippage in structural reform - particularly in
the enterprise and agriculture sectors - will slow the supply response in the economy and reduce potential
energy, mineral and other export revenues which are expected to play a leading role in the recovery.

131. Implementation Capacity: Initiating reform across a number of areas in 1993 put
enormous pressure on the Govermnent's ability to design and implement policy. Limited experience with
a market economy and uncertainty about the appropriate policy course within the Government
compounded this problem. While Kazakhstan's technical and implementation capacity has increased over
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the last year, the anticipated pace and complexity of future reforms may continue to constrain the
transition. To strengthen the implementation of the program, and retain skilled personnel, the
Govermnent should consider reducing the size of the public administration to a smaller group of high
quality better paid officials.

132. External Financing Constraint. International financial support over the early stages of
the transition will be essential to ease Kazakhstan's adjustment. Reduced oil export revenues and delays
in the implementation of the program could result in higher external financing demands. Kazakhstan's
dependence on the international comnunity and its efforts to achieve relative creditworthiness may
continue substantially longer if the absence of external financing slows the pace of economic recovery.
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